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Abstract
Part I: Perpherial and eccentric vertices o f  graphs
For a connected graph G, let P(G)  and EC{G)  denote the sets of peripheral 
vertices and eccentric vertices of G, respectively. In 1988 F. Buckley initiated 
the study of the class S  of graphs G for which P(G)  =  EC(G).
We provide several families of graphs which are in S.  For certain graphs 
G with diameter equal to 2r(<7) or 2r(G) — 1, we give criteria for P(G) 
and EC(G)  to be equal. Also, for certain products, we characterize those 
pairs of graphs so that their product is in S.  We present graphs which are 
then used to  show that all possible set-inclusion relations between P(G) and 
EC(G)  may occur. Additionally, we estimate the smallest order of a graph 
H  having a given graph G as an induced subgraph so that P{H)  =  EC(H)  
(or P(H)  =  V(G)).
Part II: Realization o f  plurality preference digraphs
A digraph D  with vertex set {x i,x3, . . .  ,**} is (n, ft, k)-realizable if there 
exists a connected graph G of order n, a subset V  C V{G) with |V| =  h, 
and a subset C — {cj,e3, . • • »c*} C V(G) so that for all distinct i and j  in 
{ 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  &}, (xj, Xj) is an arc of D if and only if more vertices in V  are closer 
to Ci than to Cj in G. In particular, if h = n, then we simply say that D  is 
realizable by G or that G realizes D.
In 1988, Johnson and Slater proved that any oriented graph is realizable by a 
graph. We provide two constructions of graphs which realize a given oriented 
graph and show that each of these has a smaller order than the example due 
to Johnson and Slater. The best known construction, due recently to W.
Schnyder, is also provided. Secondly, we characterize digraphs which are 
realizable by trees. Additionally, we derive some properties of a digraph 
which is (n, n, unrealizable by a tree and describe a class of such digraphs. 
Finally, let Tn  denote the family of digraphs of order n  which are realizable 
by trees. For a  fixed D  6 Fn,  let a(D)  be the smallest order of a tree which 
realizes D. We determine the value of a{Jr„) =  max{a(Z>) : D  € 
explicitly.
Introduction
The graphs considered here are simple and connected graphs. As usual, 
V(G) denotes the set of vertices of G, and E(G)  denotes the set of edges 
of G. The number of vertices of a graph G is called the order of G. The 
distance da(utv) (d(u,v) for short) between vertices u and v is the number 
of edges in a shortest path in G between tt and v. For a subset X  of V(G) 
and a vertex v, do(v ,X ) = min{da{v,x)  : x € X } .  For u, v € V(G ), 
VUtv =  {x : x € F(G), d(x,u) < d(x,v)}.  If P  is a path from a vertex 
* to a vertex y , then vertices * and y are called endvertices of P, and the 
edges on P  incident with x and y are called end edges of P. A graph G is 
a subgraph of a graph H , and H  is a supergraph of G, if V(G) C V(H)  and 
E{G) C E(ff) .  Let S  be a nonempty Bubset of V(G). The subgraph of G 
whose vertex set is S  and whose edge set is the set of those edges of G that 
have both ends in S  is called the subgraph of G induced by S  and is denoted 
by (5). For any finite set S, the number of elements of $  is denoted by |5 |. 
A simple graph in which each pair of distinct vertices is joined by an edge 
is called a complete graph. The complete graph of order n  is denoted by 
K n. The complement of a  graph G = (V,E)  is the graph Q =  (F, E), where 
E  = {ttv : u ,v  £ V,u v, uv $ E}. For terminology not defined here, one 
is referred to the text by Bondy and Murty [2].
Graphs are often used to model such things as road networks and com­
munication networks, and many mathematical problems have arisen from 
different instances of the question of what is an optimal location for a  facility 
in a graph. In most cases the type of facility to be established is one for 
which a “central” location is optimal. One location problem, considered first 
by Hakimi [8], is to determine a vertex u 6 V(G) so as to minimize
e(u) =  max{d(tt,v) : v G F(G)}.
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The value e(u) is called the eccentricity of the vertex u. The minimum eccen­
tricity and the maximum eccentricity are called the radius and the diameter 
of G, denoted r(G) and dta(G) respectively. A vertex v of G is called a 
center vertex if e(v) = r(G7). The set of center vertices of G, denoted C(G), 
is simply called the center of G. A standard application using center vertices 
is to minimize a  maximum response time from an emergency facility, such as 
a hospital or a  fire station.
The first notable result concerning center vertices of graphs is due to 
Jordan [13].
T heorem  0.1. I f T  is a  tree, then C(T) consists of either a single vertex or 
two adjacent vertices.
One hundred years after the theorem of Jordan, the problem of charac­
terizing centers of graphs from a specified class has attracted some attention. 
Most recent work on centers has dealt with structure (what the subgraphs in­
duced by the center look like), embedding (determining when a supergraph 
H  can be built around a graph G so that the vertices of G are precisely 
the center vertices of H ), and algorithms. Many similar types of “central ” 
vertices, such as centroid vertices and medians, have been studied by P. J. 
Slater, K. B. Reid, F. Buckley, and other authors (see [3], [6], [7], [10], [20], 
[23], [24], [25], [26]).
In addition to “central ” vertices of a graph, “exterior ” vertices of 
a graph Me also currently being investigated. One type of an “exterior ” 
vertex is a peripheral vertex, a concept which was introduced by O. Ore in 
1962 [16]. A vertex v of G  is called a peripheral vertex of G if e(v) =  dia(G). 
K. R. Parthasarthy and R. Nandakumar in 1983 [17] defined a vertex x to
be an eccentric vertex of y if d(x,y)  =  e(y). This concept is specified to yeild 
another type of an “exterior ” vertex. In this work, x is an eccentric vertex 
if, in the sense of K. R. Parthasarthy and R. Nandakumar, x is an eccentric 
vertex of a center vertex, i.e., d(x,y)  =  e(y) for some center vertex y. Let 
P(G) and EC(G)  denote the sets of peripheral vertices and eccentric vertices 
respectively. In location of facility theory, these two sets may be thought of 
as demand sites which are on the “outer edge ” or “rim ” of a network in 
which emergency facilities are located at center vertices.
Since a longest path in a nontrivial connected graph has two distinct end 
vertices, any nontrivial connected graph has at least two peripheral vertices. 
Also, any nontrivial connected graph has at least two eccentric vertices (see
[4]). The concepts of center, peripheral, and eccentric vertices of a graph 
G are illustrated in Fig. 0.1, where r((?) =  2, dia(G) =  4, C(G) =  {e ,/} , 
P(G) =  {o,h>, and EC{G)  =  {o,M ,fc}.
a
d
(The number beside a vertex is the eccentricity of the vertex)
Fig. 0.1
Another location problem, considered first by Johnson and Slater [12], 
concerns the realization of a digraph by user preferences based on distances 
in graphs. Consider a graph G with two distinquished subsets of the vertex 
set: one set called the set of candidates and another set called the set of
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voters. A voter v prefers candidate x to candidate y if d<?(v,z) < da(v,y).
This preferences relation defines a digraph whose vertices axe candidates, and
more voters prefer * to y than prefer y to x. The set of candidates may be
facilities, and the set of voters may be thought as the users, also located at 
vertices, entitled to cast a preference for the placement of those facilities.
first site is closer than the second, and one site will be prefered to another
is, plurality preference, rather than majority preference, is considered here. 
To be more explicit we use the following definition [11],
D efinition: An oriented graph D with vertex set X  — {* i,x 2, ■ • • ,x*}
V  of h vertices of G (voters), and a  subset C =  {cj,c2, • • • ,c*} of vertices of 
G (candidates) so that for all distinct i and j  in {1,2, • • •, &}, € A(D) if
and only if more voters in V  are closer to a  than to cj in G. In particular, if 
D  is (n,n,fe)-realizable by a graph G, then we simply say that D is realized 
by G  or that G realizes D.
in which there is an arc from a candidate x to a candidate y  if and only if
thought as possible sites for the location, at vertices, of one or more desirable
One candidate site will be prefered to another candidate site by a voter if the
by the set of voters if more voters prefer the first site over the second. That
is (n ,h , k)-realizable if there exists a connected graph G of order n, a subset
(a) (b)
Fig. 0.2.
E xam ple . The digraph D given in Fig. 0.2 (a) is (7 ,6 ,3)-realizable. To 
see this consider the graph G  given in Fig. 0.2 (b), where the 6-set V  of voters 
is as shown and the 3-set C  of candidates is {cj =  t>3, c3 =  vj, cj =  v«}.
Although peripheral and eccentric vertices in graphs are not directly 
related to realizations of plurality preference digraphs, both themes are mo­
tivated by issues in facility locations in networks. This dissertation consists 
of two parts: the results on peripheral and eccentric vertices of graphs are 
in the first two chapters, and the results on realizations are in the last two 
chapters.
F. Buckley [4] first introduced and studied graphs for which the set of 
peripheral vertices is the same as the set of eccentric vertices. He proved the 
following results:
T heo rem  0.2. I f  {C(G )) is a bridge, then P(G)  =  EC(G)> 
T h eo rem  0.3. I f  C(G) = {*} and x does not lie on a cycle, then P(G) — 
EC(G).
From the above two theorems and Jordan’s theorem (Theorem 0.1), it 
is easy to see that for any tree T, P(T)  = EC{T).
As illustrated by the graph in Fig. 0.1, not every connected graph has 
the property that the set of peripheral vertices is the same as the set of 
eccentric vertices. In fact, any set-inclusion relations between P(G)  and 
EC(G)  may occur. Graphs for which P(G) = EC(G)  or P(G)  C EC(G),  or 










° 2  G 3
P (G ,) =  EC(Gi)  P(G7) C EC(G3) P(G3) D EC(G3)
where P (G j) =  {x,y} where P(G3) — {«,v} where P(G3) = V(G3)\{a} 
EC(Gj) = {x ,y}  EC(Gi)  = V(G3) EC{G3) =  {u,v,u,}
(The number beside a vertex is the eccentricity of the vertex)
Fig. 0.3
Finding a useful characterization of graphs G so that P{G) = EC(G)  
appears to be a difficult task. A more tractable problem is characterization 
of these graphs for various classes. In Chapter 1 we provide a description of 
several families of graphs which have the property that the sets of peripheral 
vertices and eccentric vertices are the same. Indeed, one of these families is 
a super-family of the family of graphs described in Theorems 0.2 and 0.3. 
Also, for certain graphs G with diameter equal to 2r(G) or 2r(G) — 1, we 
are able to give criteria for P(G)  and EC(G)  to be equal. In addition, 
we characterize those pairs of graphs so that, for certain of their products, 
the set of peripheral vertices is the same as the set of eccentric vertices. 
As mentioned before, all possible set-inclusion relations between P(G)  and 
EC(G)  may occur. In Chapter 2, for each pair of positive integers a and b 
with a < b < 2a, we construct a graph Gj, with r(G j) =  a and dia(Gi) = 6, 
which satisfies the condition (i) below:
(1) P(Gi)  =  ECiG t)  and a < b < 2a;
(2) P(G3) £  EC(G2), if a < b < 2a;
(3) P(Gs) $  EC(G3), if a < 6 < 2a;
(4) P(<?4) n  £C (G 4) /  0, P (G 4) g  PC (G 4), P(G 4) 2  JEC(G4), if a < b <
2a; and
(5) P (G 5) D EC(GS) =  0, if a +  2 < b < 2a -  2.
Additionally, we estimate the smallest order of a graph H  having a given 
graph G as an induced subgraph so that P(H) = EC{H)  and investigate 
the possibility of embedding a given graph G into a supergraph H  so that 
P{H) = S  for a given proper subset 5  of V(G).
In Chapter 3, we provide three constructions of graphs which realize a 
given oriented graph and show that each of these has a smaller order than 
provided by the construction due to Johnson and Slater (see [12]). One 
construction is substantially better and based on joint work with W. Schnyder 
[11]. In Chapter 4 we investigate the structure of digraphs realized by trees. 
First of all, by describing a criterion for the existence of an arc in a digraph 
D  realized by a tree, we are able to characterize digraphs of order k which 
are (n ,n , fc)-realizable by trees. In additional, we derive some properties of 
an oriented graph D  which is (n ,n , unrealizable by a tree and give a class of 
graphs which are (n, n, unrealizable by trees. Finally, for a  positive integer u, 
let denote the family of digraphs of order u  which are realizable by trees. 
For afixed D  € Pni the realization number of D, denoted a(D ), is the smallest 
order of a tree which realizes D. Let a{J-n) — max{a(D ) : D G T n}- We 
determine the value of ct(Fn).
Chapter 1. Families o f  graphs G for which P{G) — EC(G)
The problem of describing graphs G with the property that P{G) ~
EC(G)  was first considered by F. Buckley in [4]. He provided two families of
such graphs, for example, the family of trees. Hence, the existence problem of 
a graph G with P(G) =  EC(G)  was settled. However, extending the families 
of graphs described in Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 is the object of this chapter. 
We first discuss graphs in which the block containing the center is complete 
and then prove that these graphs satisfy P(G) = EC(G).  Secondly, we give 
criteria so that certain graphs G with dia(G) = 2r{G) or dta(G) =  2r(G) — 1 
satisfy P(G) = EC(G).  Thirdly, we describe some other graphs G with 
P{G) — EC(G).  Finally, we characterize those pairs of graphs so that, for 
certain of their products, the set of peripheral vertices is the same as the set 
of eccentric vertices.
§1 Graphs whose center is in a complete block
A connected graph that has no cut vertices is called a block. A block of
a graph is a subgraph that is a block and is maximal with respect to this 
property (see [2]). A block of a graph is called a complete block if the block 
is a  complete graph.
Let G be a graph, and let B  be a block of G. For any vertex v in B, 
let (7(v) (or G(v ,B) t when the block B  is to be emphasized) denote the 
component of G — E(B)  which contains v. Let as(v) = max{d(u,t>) : u e 
V(G(t>))} and a(B) = max{ag(v) : v € V(H)}. Let G be the graph shown 
in Fig. 1.1.1 (a). The notation of G(v) is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.1 (b). It is 
easy to check that as(u) = 1, as(v ) =  3, and ag(w) =  1. Thus, a(B) = 3.
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< C > ~ ;  -o -
(») (b)
Fig. 1.1.1
Lemma 1.1.1. Let G be a connected, non-complete graph. Suppose that 
(C(G)) is contained in a complete block B. I f  \C{G)\ > 2, then
(1) r (G) = a(B) + 1, and
(2) There exist distinct vertices u and v in B  so that aB(u) =  aB(v) — 
r ( G ) - l .
P ro o f: (1) Let V{B)  =  (m > 2).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that wj, v-i £ C(G). Then 
since B  is complete,
e (v i )  =  max { a B ( v i ) , a B ( v j )  +  1}.
2<j<m
Note that, e(vj) =  e(v2)» and, since B  is complete, e(v2) > aB(vi) + 1. Thus, 
e(vi)  ^  aB(wi) +  !• Hence,
e (v i)=  max {aB(r .)  +  1} =  max {aB(u,)} + 1 . Similarly,
J < j < m  2<j<m
e(v2) =  max {aB(^ )}  + 1.
Since e(vi) =  e(u2), max {aB(t>,)} =  max {aB(t>,)} =  a (P ). Hence,
l<j<mv jft2
e(vj) =  e(v3) =  &(B) + 1. That is, r(G) =  a(B) +  1.
(2) Since a(B) = max {aB(v,)}, there is £, 1 <  £ <  m, such that
! < ; < m
Ofl(Vf) =  a{B). Suppose that for any j  € { l,2 ,-* -,m } , j  ^  £, aB(u;) < 
a(B). Then
eM  = {afl(v«)>as ( uj) + !} = a{B).1 S J S m i
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By part (1) above, a(B) =  r((7)—1. So e(v*) < r(G), which is impossible. 
Hence, there are at least two vertices u and v in B such that ajg(u) =  ob(v) =  
a(B). By part (1) again, ag(u) =  o b (v ) = r(G) — 1. ■
C orollary . Let G be a non-complete, connected graph whose subgraph in­
duced by C(G) is contained in a complete block B. I f  C(G) contains at least 
two vertices, then C(G) = V(B).
P roof: Let V (B)  = {vj,V2 , - •• ,vm} (m > 2). For any v, € V ( B ),
=  max {ob(v,) + 1} =  o(B) + 1 =  r(G).
1 <!<"», i ¥ i
The second and the last equalities follow from Lemma 1.1.1 (2) and
(1) respectively. Thus, F (B ) C (7(G). Since C(G) C V(B) by hypothesis, 
C(G) =  V(B).  ■
L em m a 1.1.2. Let G be a connected graph having a unique center vertex 
v ". Suppose that any block containing v* is complete, then
(a) e(r) > 2r(G), for any * G EC(G), and
(b) dia(G) =  2r(G).
P roo f: (a) Let * G EC(G).  Then there exists w G V(G) \  {v*} which
lies on a shortest path between z  and v* (w might be x , but not v*) and so
that wv* G E(G).
Let B  be a block of G containing the edge wv*. Then by assumption, 
B  must be complete. Let V(B) =  {v*,uj,ti2 ,*• • ,u #}. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that Uj =  w. We make two observations:
(1) a s(« i) < ’’(G) — 1, for 1 < t < s;
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To see this, suppose that there exists j  € {1,2, • • *, a} so that aB(ttj) > 
r(G), then
r(G) =  e(v*) > 1 +  ajB(ttj) > 1 +  r(G) >  r(G),
a contradiction. Thus, (1) follows.
(2) aB( V )  =  r(G).
To see this, note that aB(r*) < e(v*) =  r(G). If oB(v“) <  r(G), then
e(uj) =  e(ty) =  mwc {ob («i),ob(v*) +  l , a B(«i) +  1} < r(G).
But r(G) < e(x) for all *, so e(«i) =  r(G). This implies that «j is a center 
vertex of G , i.e., w E G(G). Since w ^  v*, |G(G)| > 2, a contradiction to the 
assumption that \C(G)\ =  1. So (2) follows.
Note that =  r(G) as x E EC(G). So by (2) above,
e(x) > d{x,v*) +  aB(t>*) =  r(G) + r{G) = 2r(G),
i.e., e(x) > 2r(G), as required.
(b) Since dia(G) =  max{e(u) : v E V(G)} > 2r(G), by part (a), 
and since it is well known that dia(G) < 2r(G), dia(G) =  2r(G). I
Proposition 1.1.1. Let G be a connected graph. I f  dta(G) = 2r(G), then 
P(G) C EC(G).
Proof: Suppose that P(G) %. EC(G ), then there is x E P(G) \  EC(G).
That means e(x) =  dia(G) and rf(x,v) ^  r(G) for any « E G(G). Also, for 
any v E G(G), since d(x,v) < e(u) =  r(G ),d(x,v) <  r(G) -  1. Let y  be a 
vertex so that d(x,y) =  e(x) =  dia(G). Then by the triangle inequality, 
dta(G) =  d(x,y) < d(x,v)  +  d(w,p)
< r ( G ) - l + r ( G )  =  2 r ( G ) - l ,
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a contradiction to the hypothesis. Therefore, P(G)  C EC(G).  I
Theorem  1.1.1. Let G be a connected graph having a unique vertex center 
v*. Suppose that any block containing v* is complete, then P(G)  =  EC{G).
Proof: Let x G EC(G).  By Lemma 1.1.2, e(e) > dia{G). But dia{G) >
e(x) is always true, so e(*) = dia(G), and * € So, EC(G)  C P(G).
The result follows from Proposition 1.1.1. ■
Corollary. Let G be a connected graph having a unique center vertex v*. 
I f  v* is not on a cycle of G then P(G) = EC(G).
Proof: W ithout loss of generality, we assume that G is not a single ver­
tex. Since v* is not on any cycle of G, v* must be a cut vertex, and, moreover, 
each edge containing t>* is not on any cycle of G. This implies that each edge 
containing v* must be a cut edge of G. So each block containing v* is K 2. 
By Theorem 1.1.1, P(G) = EC(G). I
Lemma 1.1.3. Let G be a connected graph whose subgraph induced by 
C(G) is contained in a complete block B.  I/|£7(<x)J > 2, then
(a) e(®) > 2r((7) — 1, for any x G EC(G), and
(b) dia(G) =  2r(G) -  1.
Proof: (a) Let x G EC(G). There exists v G C(G) so that d(x,v)  =
e(v) =  r(G). Pick tt> from a shortest path between x and v so that w ^  v 
and w is adjacent to v. Since |C(G)| > 2, by the Corollary to Lemma 1.1.1, 
C{G) = V{B). According to Lemma 1.1.1 (2), tu G V{B)  and there is 
w G V{B)  with u ^  tv such that aa(u) = r(G) — 1. Take y G V(C?(u)) so that
13
d(u,y ) =  a-B(u) = r(G) — 1. Since w separates * from any vertex in G(u), 
d(x, y) =  d(x,w) + rf(u>,u) +  d(u,j/)
=  r(G) -  1 +  1 +  r(G) -  1 
=  2r(G) -  1.
So, e(«) >  d(x,y) > 2r(G) — 1, for any x G EC(G).
(b) By the definition of dia(G) and part (a), dta(G) > 2r(G) — 1. On
the other hand, any pair of vertices x and y must lie in some components of 
G — E(B),  say x G G(u),i/ G G(v) where ti,v G V(B).  For u =  v,
d{x,y) < d(xyu) +  d(uyy) < 2aB(u) < 2a(B)  =  2(r(G) -  1).
For u ^  v,
d{x,y) < d(x,u) + d(u,v) + d(v,y)
< aB(u) +  1 +  as(v)  < 2a(B) + 1 
=  2r(G) -  1.
Therefore, dia(G) =  m a*{rf(i,y) : * ,y  G V(<?)} < 2r(G) -  1. Thus,
dia(G) = 2r(G) — 1. I
L em m a 1.1.4. Let B  be a  block of a graph G, For any y G V(G) \  V(B),
there are two distinct vertices u and v in B such that
d(v,y) > d(u,y) +  1.
P roo f: Let u G V(B)  such that d(uyy) = mtn{d(u»,y) : w G V(if)}.
Then tt separates y from the remaining vertices of B. Since B  is a block of 
G, B  contains at least two vertices. Pick v G V(B)  with v ^  u. Then
=  d(vyu) +  d(u,y)  > 1 +  d(uyy).
That is, rf(v,y) > d(u,y) +  1. I
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Theorem  1.1.2. Let G be a non-self-centered graph whose subgraph In­
duced by C(G) is contained in a complete block B. I f  |C7(C7)| > 2, then 
EC{G)  =  P{G).
P roo f: Let x E EC(G),  then by Lemma 1.1.3, e(sc) > dta(G). But
dta(G) > e(x)y so e(x) =  dta(<7). This implies that a: € P(G). Hence, 
EC(G)  C P(G).
Suppose that P(G) % EC{G). Pick x E P(G) \  EC(G),  so, e{x) = 
dia(G) and d(e,t>) ^  r(G) for any v E C(G). Hence, for any v E C(<7),
d{x,v) < r(G) — 1. (1)
Pick y E V(G) so that d(x,y) =  e(®) =  dia(G), Clearly y € P(G). Since G 
is not self-centered, y  £ C(G). As C{G) = V(B)  by the Corollary to Lemma
1.1.1, y & F(B ). According to Lemma 1.1.4, there exist two distinct vertices 
u  and v in B  such that d(vty) > d(u,y) +  1. So
d(u>y) < d(v,y) -  1 < e(v) -  1 =  r(G) -  1. (2)
Then by the triangle inequality, (1) and (2),
dia(G) =  d(x,y) < d(x,u) + d(u,y) 
< r(G) -  1 +  r(G) -  1 =  2r(G) -  2.
This contradicts Lemma 1.1.3 (b). Therefore, -P(G) C EC(G).  I
a
From Theorems 1.1.1 and 1.1.2, we obtain the following:
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C orollary. For any block graph G, P(G) =  EC(G). In particular, for any 
tree T, P(T)  =  EC(T).
3 3 3 3
3
(a number beside a vertex is the eccentricity of the vertex)
Fig. 1.1.2
Theorems 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 contain a slight difference in assumptions. The­
orem 1.1.1 requires each block that contains a single center vertex is complete. 
Theorem 1.1.2, however, requires only one block that contains center to be 
complete. The word “each ” cannot be changed to the word “a ”, otherwise 
the result of Theorem 1.1.1 might be false. The graph G in Fig. 1.1.2 shows 
that the word “each ” cannot be changed to the word “a ” . Obviously, for 
that G, P(G ) =  V(G) \  C(G), but EC(G)  consists of only vertices on the 
top path of G.
§2. C r ite r ia  for a  g rap h  G w ith  dia(G) =  2r(G) o r 2r(G) — 1 to  
sa tisfy  P(G) = EC(G)
A shortest path P  of a graph G between two vertices is a diametrical 
path of G provided the length of P  is equal to the diameter of (7. Let C 
denote the collection of (connected) graphs in which each diametrical path 
contains a center vertex.
T heo rem  1.2.1. Let G be a connected graph.
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(1) I f  |G(G)| > 2 and the block containing C(G) is complete, then each 
diametrical path of  G contains an edge of {G(G)) and hence G € C;
(2) I f  |C(G)j =  1 and any block containing the center vertex is complete, 
then
proof: (1) Suppose that there exists a diametrical path P  which does
not contain an edge of {C(G)). Let B  be the block that contains G(G). Then 
P  must lie in a component G(v) of G — E{B)  for some v € V{B).  Let * and 
y be end vertices of P . By Lemma 1.1.1, max{d(x,v), d(y, v)} < r(G) — 1. 
Hence, by the triangle inequality,
This fact contradicts the choice of P. Thus, each diametrical path contains 
an edge of {C(G)) and moreover G € C.
(2) Let C(G) — {v*}. Suppose that there exists a diametrical path 
P  from z  to y  so that P  does not contain v*. Let B  be a block containing 
v*. Then x and y lie in the same component or different components of 
G — E{B).  In the first case, let z be the vertex on P  closest to V(B),  i.e.,
G e C .
£(P) =  d(x,y) < d(*,v) +d(v,j/) 
< r(<?) -  1 +  r(G) -  1 
= 2r(G) -  2 < dta(G).
d{z,V{B))  =  min{d{v,V(B)) : v £ F (P)}.
Note that
So,
if w ^  vm, 
if to =  v*,
< r(G) -  1.
Similarly, <£(y, z) < r(G) — 1. TIiub,
d (r , y) < d(ar, z) + d(z> y)
< r(G) -  1 +  r(G) -  1 
=  2r(G) -  2 < dia(G), 
a contradiction to the choice of P.
In the Becond case, let x G V(G(tt)) and y G V(G(u)) where u ^  v. Note 
that neither u nor v is v*. So, neither aB(u) nor aj^(v) is equal to r(G). It 
follows that
dta(G) =  d{x,y) < aB(u) +  1 +  «s(v)
< r(G) -  1 +  1 +  r(G) -  1
=  2r(G) -  1 < dta(G), 
a contradiction again. This completes the proof. I
T h e o r e m  1 .2 .2 . Suppose that G G C and that |G(G)| =  1. Then P(G) C 
EC(G) i f  and only i f  dia(G) = 2r(G).
Proof: If dia(G) =  2r(G), then by Proposition 1.1.1, P(G ) C EC(G).
Conversely, suppose that dia(G) ^  2r(G). Then dia(G) < 2r(G), i.e., 
dto(G) < 2r(G) — 1. Pick two vertices x and y so that
d{xyy) = dia(G) < 2r(G) — 1.
By the definition of P(G), x ,y  G P(G). Let P  be a shortest path between 
x and y. P  is a diametrical path. Let C(G) =  {o*}. Then P  contains v* 
since G G L. Notice that 2r(G) — 1 > d(*,y) =  d(x,v*) +  d(t?*,y). So, 
one of d(x,v*) and d(vm,y) is strictly less than r(G). Tliis implies that one 
of x and y is not in EC(G).  This fact contradicts the given condition that 
P(G ) C EC{G). Therefore, dia(G) -  2r(G). ■
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It would be nice if P(G) = EC(G)  when the conditions in Theorem 
1.2.2 are satisfied. Unfortunately, there exists a graph G which satisfies all 
conditions in Theorem 1.2.2 but P{G) ^  E C(G ) (see Fig. 1.2.1)
u
G
(The number beside a vertex is the eccentricity of the vertex)
Fig. 1.2.1
In fact, for this graph G, we see that P(G) = {u,u} and EC(G) = 
{ u ,v , z , y , z } .  So, P(G)  ^  EC(G).  But the cause of the fact that P(G) ^  
EC(G)  seems to be that vertices x, y, and z are not in any diametrical path 
of G . This observation leads to the following:
Theorem  1.2.3. Suppose that G £ C and that |C(G)| — 1. Then P{G) = 
EC{G) i f  and only i f  both dia(G) =  2r(G) and for any z  £ E C (G ) there 
exists a diametrical path containing z.
Proof: If P(G) =  EC{G)% then by Theorem 1.2.2, dta(G) =  2r(G). Now
let x € EC(G).  Since P{G) = EC{G), z £ P(G). Hence, e(z) =  dia{G). 
Pick y £ V(G) so that d(z,y)  = e(z). Let P  be a shortest path between z 
and y, then P  is a diametrical path containing x.
Conversely, if dia(G) = 2r(G) and for any z  £ EC(G)  there exists 
a diametrical path containing x, by Theorem 1.2.2, P(G)  C EC'(G). So
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to complete the proof, it suffices to prove that P(G)  2  EC(G).  Pick x G 
EC(G). By hypotheses, there exists a diametrical path P , say joining vertices 
w to z, so that P  contains x. Let {t>*} =  C(G). Since G € £ ,  it is easy to 
verify that v* is at equal distance to w and z. Since x G EC(G)  implies that 
d(x,v*) =  r(G ), x must be one of w and z. This implies that e(x) > t(P) = 
dia(G). But e{x) <  dia(G). So e(x) =  dia(G). It follows that x G P(G). 
Hence, P(G) O EC(G).
This completes the proof. I
N o te : Theorem 1.1.1 and Theorem 1.2.3 are independent. That is be­
cause the graph G shown in Fig. 1.2.2, where Pm is a path of length m, can 
be treated by Theorem 1.1.1 and not by Theorem 1.2.3. However, the graph 
P ,  which is obtained from a cycle of length 2r +  1 by attanching a path of 
length r at a vertex of the cycle, can be treated by Theorem 1.2.3 and not 
by Theorem 1.1.1.
■o-----r  - 2
r - 2
Fig. 1.2.2
L em m a 1.2.1. Let G be a connected graph. I f  each diametrical path con­
tains an edge of (C(G)), then dia(G) < 2r(G) — 1.
P ro o f: Suppose that dia(G) > 2r(C?) — 1. Since dia{G) < 2r(f7), we
have dia(G) = 2r(G). Pick vertices x and y so that d(x,y)  =  tfta((7). By the
triangle inequality, for any v € G(G),
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2r(G) = d(x,y) < d(x,v) +  d(v,y) < r(G ) +  r(G) = 2r(G).
So, for any v € C(G),
d(x,v) = d(v,y) = r(G). (3)
Let P  be a  shortest path from x to y. P  is a  diametrical path and hence 
contains an edge uv of {([7(G)} by the hypotheses. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that u is between x and v (otherwise interchange u and v). 
Now d(x,v) = d(x,u) + 1. By (3), d(x,u) =  r(G'). Hence, d(x,v) =  r(G) + 1 , 
a contradiction to (3). Therefore, dia(G) < 2r(G) — 1. ■
T heo rem  1.2.4. Lei G be a connected graph satisfying
(1) {C(G)) is complete, and
(2) each diametrical path contains an edge of  (C(G)).
Then P(G) C EC(G) i f  and only i f  dia(G) = 2r(G) — 1.
Proof: Let P(G) C EC{G). To show dta(G) =  2r(G) — 1, it suffices by
Lemma 1.2.1 to show dta(G) > 2r(G) — 1. Suppose that dta(G) < 2r(G) — 2. 
Pick vertices x and y so that d(x,j/) =  dia(G). By the definition of P(G), 
x ,y  E P(G). Let P  be a shortest path between x and y. Then P  is a 
diametrical path, and by the hypotheses, P  contains an edge of (C(G)), say 
uv. Without loss of generality, we may assume that d(x, v) > d(x,u). Notice 
that
2r(G) — 2 > dta(G) — d(x,y) =  d(x,v) +  d(v,y)
> 2mtn{d(x, v),d(v,y)}.
So, mm{d(x,u),d(i?,j/)} < r(G) — 1.
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Case 1: If min{d(x,v),d(t>,y)} =  d(x,t>), then d(s,v) < r(G) — 1 implies
that d(x,u) < r(G) — 2. Since (C(G)) is complete and u G C{G), for any 
w G C(G),
d(xt w) < d(x,u) + d(u,ty) < r(G) — 2 +  1 =  r(G) — 1.
Thus, x £  EC(G).  But recall that * G P(G).  So P(G) % EC(G),  a contra­
diction to the given condition that P(G)  C EC(G).
Case 2: Suppose that m tn{d(x,v),d(v,y)} =  d(v,y). We may assume that
d(t>,y) is not equal to d(x,v), because otherwise d(xyv) =  d(v,y)  < r(G) — 1 
and Case 1 applies. Note that if d(v,y) — r(G) — 1 ,d(x,v)  >  r(G) — 1. It 
follows that
d(x, y) = d(x, v ) + d(v, y) > r(G) -  1 +  r(G) -  1 =  2r(G) -  2,
a contradiction. We may thus assume that d(v,y)  ^  r(G) — 1. But since 
d(v»y) <  r (G ) — 1> d(v,y)  <  r(G) — 2. Since (C(G)) is complete and v G 
C(G), for any tv G C(G),
d(yt w) < d(y*v ) +  d(v,w) < r(G) — 2 +  1 =  r(G) — 1.
Thus, y & EC(G). But recall that y G P(G). So P(G) %. EC(G)f a 
contradiction to the given condition that P(G) C EC(G). In any case, 
dta(G) > 2r(G) -  1.
Conversely, let dta(G) = 2r(G) —1. Suppose that P(G) % E C (G ). Then 
there exists * G P(G) so that d{xyv) < r(G) — 1 for any v G C(G). Take a 
vertex y so that d(x,y) = dia(G) = 2r(G) -  1. By the triangle inequality, 
for any v G C(G),
2r(G) -  1 =  d(x,y) < d(*,v) +  d(v,y)
< r ( G ) - l - f r ( G )  =  2 r ( G ) - l .
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So, for any v € C(G),
d(x, v) = r(G) -  1 and d(v,y) — r(G). (4)
Let P  be a shortest path between x  and y. P  is a diametrical path, so 
by the hypotheses P  contains an edge of (C(G)), say uw.  W ithout loss of 
generality, we may assume that u is between x and w (otherwise interchenge 
u and u>). Then d(x,w) = d(x,u)  +  1. By (4), d(z,tt) =  r(G) — 1. So, 
d(x ,w ) =  r(G) —1 +  1 =  r(G), a contradiction to (4). Hence, P (G ) C EC(G). 
This completes the proof. I
T h eo rem  1.2.5. Let G be a connected graph satisfying
(1) (G(G)) is complete, and
(2) each diametrical path contains an edge of  (G(G)).
Then P(G) = EC(G) i f  and only i f  both dta(G) = 2r(G) — 1 and for 
any x € EC(G) there exists a diametrical path containing x.
Proof: Suppose that P(G) — EC(G),  then by Theorem 1.2.4, dta(G) =
2r(G) — 1. It is obvious that for any x € EC(G) = P(G ), there exists 
a diametrical path containing z. To complete the proof of this theorem, by 
Theorem 1.2.4 again, it suffices to show P(G) C EC(G)  if dia(G) = 2r(G) —1 
and for any x € EC(G)  there exists a diametrical path containing z.
Suppose that EC{G) % P(G). Then there is z € EC(G ) \  P(G). By the 
hypotheses, there exists a diametrical path P  so that z £ V{P).  From the 
condition (2), P  contains an edge uv of (C(G)). W ithout loss of generality, 
we may assume that d(x,v)  > d(x,u).  Since z £  P(G ), i.e., e(z) < dta(G), 
z is not an endvertex of P . So d(x,u)  < d(z,v)  < r(G) — 1. It follows that 
<£(z,u) < r(G) — 2. By the triangle inequality, for any w in G(G),
d(z,w) < d(z,u) +  d(u,w) < r(G) -  2 +  d(u,u>). (5)
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Since {C(G)) is complete and u € C(G), d(u,w)  =  1. Replacing d(u,w)  by 
1 in (5), we have, for any w in C(G),
d(x,w)  <  r(G) — 2 + 1  =  r(G) — 1.
Hence, * $ EC(G)  which contradicts the given condition that P(G)  C 
FC(G).
The proof is complete. I  
N ote: By the Corollary to Lemma 1.1.1, Leamma 1.1.4, and Theorem
1.2.1, we can see that the “if ” part of Theorem 1.2.4 is a generalization of 
Theorem 1.1.2.
§3. Som e other graphs G with P(G) = EC(G )
A graph G is called a self-centered graph if r(G) =  dia(G). Obviously, 
each vertex of a self-centered graph is not only a peripheral vertex but also 
a center vertex. We therefore have the following:
Theorem  1.3.1. For any self-centered graph G, P(G)  =  EC(G).
An eccentricity-preserving spanning tree of a graph G is a spanning tree 
T  for which er(n) =  Co(v) for each vertex v of G. Namdkumar [15] charac­
terized graphs G with an eccentricity-preserving spanning tree as follows:
Theorem  1.3.2. A connected graph G has an eccentricity-preserving span­
ning tree i f  and only i f
(1) either (C(G)) = K\ and dia(G) = 2r(G), or {C(G)} = K* anddta(G ) = 
2r(G) — 1; and
(2) each u G V(G) with e(u) > r((7) has a neighbor v for which r(t>) = 
e ( u ) - l .
Theorem  1.3.3. Let G be a connected graph which has an eccentricity- 
preserving spanning tree, then P(G) — EC(G).
Proof: Let T  be ail eccentricity-preserving spanning tree of G. Then for
any vertex v G V{G) =  F(T ), eyfr) =  eo(v). Moreover,
(1) r(T ) =  r{G) and dta(T) =  dia(G);
(2) C(T)  =  C(G) and P(T) — P(G)] and, as remarked in the introduc­
tion,
(3) P(T) = EC(T).
So, to prove E C (G ) C P(G), it is sufficient to prove EC(G)  C EC(T).  
Let x  G EC(G),  then there exists a center vertex c G G(G) so that do(*,c) =  
r(G). By (2), c G C(T)  and
r(G) =  do(a:,c) < dr(x,c)  < r(T). (6 )
But r(T) = r(G) and (6) imply that dj<(x,c) =  r{5T) and x G EC(T).  Thus, 
EC(G)  C EC(T).
To complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that P(G)  C EC(G).  Let 
* G -P(G). Pick a vertex y  so that do(*,y) =  dia(G). By (1),
dia(T) = dia(G) = do(x ,y)  < d r(x ,y ) < dia(T).
Thus, x G P(T). Since P(T) = EC(T),  there is v G C(T)  so that dr(x ,v)  — 
r(T). Since r(T) = r(G), r(G) < da (x ,v ) < dx(x,v) =  r(G). That is, 
d o (x ,r) =  r(G). Recall that C{G) =  C{T). Thus, x G E C (G ). Therefore, 
P(G)  C EC(G).
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This completes the proof. I
a
(The number beside & vertex is the eccentricity of the vertex)
Fig. 1.3.1
In 1988 F.Buckley [5] introduced a similar concept called a diameter- 
preserving spanning tree of a graph. A diameter-preserving spanning tree of 
a graph G is a spanning tree for which dia(T) =  dia(G). A curious problem 
arises: Is Theorem 1.3.2 still true if the word “eccentricity ” is changed to 
“diameter ”? The answer is negative. The graph G shown in Fig. 1.3.1
(a) has a diameter-preserving tree T  shown in Fig. 1.3.1 (b). It is easy to 
see that P(G) = {u,v}  and E C (G ) =  {«, r ,x ,y , z}. So, P(G)  ^  EC(G).  
This example shows that a graph G with a diameter-preserving spanning tree 
might fail to satisfy P(G) = EC(G).
Let G denote the complement of a graph G. As observed in the Intro­
duction, P(T)  =  EC(T)  for each tree T. An interesting question is, for which 
trees T, is P (T ) =  EC(T).  In order to answer this question the following 
two lemmas are useful:
L em m a 1.3.1. Let T  be a free. I f  dia(T) > 4, then T  is a self-centered 
graph.
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Proof: Assume that dia(T) > 4. Pick two nonadjacent vertices x and y in 
T . Note that xy  € E(T).  Since dia(T) > 4, there is a vertex * in T  which 
is adjacent to neither * nor y. That is, xy  £  E(T),  but x z yzy  € E(T).  This 
means that d^(x, y) = 2  and consequently, dia(T) = 2 .
Now let v 6  V(T).  Pick a vertex u adjacent to v in T.  Then dj>(v, u) > 2. 
So, eT(v) > 2  — diaCt). It follows that r ( T ) = dia(T). Therefore, T  is self- 
centered. I
L em m a 1.3.2. Let T  be a tree. Then P(T)  = V(T) \  P (T)  i f  And only if  
dia(T) = 3.
P roo f: Suppose that P ( T ) =  V'(T’) \  P(T)  but dta(T) /  3. Then either 
dia(T) < 2 or dia(T) > 4. In the first case, T  is either A'j or a star. It follows 
that T  is a disconnected graph which implies that P(T) ^  V (T) \  P(T), a 
contradiction. So, we may assume that dia(T) >  4. By Lemma 1.3.1, T  is 
self-centered. So, P ( T ) = V{T)  =  V ( T ). But P ( T ) = V(T) \  P(T)  implies 
that P(T)  =  0 which is impossible. Thus, dia(T) =  3.
Conversely, suppose that dia(T) =  3. Let xyzw  be a  diametrical path 
of T. Since T  is a tree, N(y)  D iV(r) =  0 where JV(v) =  {u 6  V(T)  : uv 6  
E(T)}. So, dia(T) =  3 implies that T  =  ({y, z} U N(y)  U AT(z)) (see Fig. 
1.3.2). Therefore, P(T) — V(T) \  {y,r}. On the other hand, it is easy to 
verify that
if u =  y and v = z, 
otherwise.




Theorem  1.3.4. Let T  be a tree. Then P(T) = EC(T) i f  and only i f  
dia{T) > 3.
Proof: Note that dia{T) < 2 implies that f  is disconnected. So, P(T)  =  
EC(T)  implies that dia(T) > 3.
Conversely, suppose that dia(T) > 3. If dia(T) >  4, then by Lemma 
1.3.1, T  is self-centered and hence P ( T ) =  E C ( T ). If dia(T) = 3, let xyzw  be 
a diametrical path of T. Then by the proof of Lemma 1.3.2, P(T)  =  {y,z}.  
But EC(T)  =  {y ,z}  too. So, P{T)  =  E C ( f ) .  ■
Corollary. Let T  be a tree. Then EC(T) = V(T) \  EC{T) i f  and only if  
dia(T) = 3.
§4. Products o f  graphs
The following definitions of products of graphs are in [18]. Let G and 
H  be connected graphs. Let V  — V(G) x F (ff), u  =  (p,/i) € V, and 
v =  (g \h ' )  € V.
The cartesian product of G and H  is G? x  i f  =  (V, £?) where uv € E  if and 
only if either both g =  g' and hh' € E(H) or both h = h' and gg* G E(G).
The symmetric difference of G and H  is G 0  H = (F, E)  where uv G E  
if and only if either gg' G E(G) or hh’ G E ( H ), but not both.
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The disjunction of G and H  is G V H  =  {V, E)  where uv G E  if and only 
if either gg> G E(G)  or hh' € E(H),  or both.
The composition (Lexicographic product) of G and H  is G\H] — {V,E) 
where uv € E  if and only if gg' € E(G)  or both g =  g1 and hh1 G E{H).
We will assume that both G and H  are connected and contain at least 
two vertices unless stated otherwise. It is thus easy to verify that any product 
defined above is connected.
Let G and H  be the connected graphs shown in Fig. 1.4.1. Each product 
of G and H  is illustrated in Fig. 1.4.1. Note that for the graph H, P{H)  ^  
E C {H ). But P(G ® H )  = EC(G  © H).
So, it is interesting to search for conditions under which a product of 
two graphs has the property that the set of peripheral vertices is the same 
as the set of eccentric vertices.
*0 *
H GxH G ©H
OvH G[H]
Fig. 1.4.1
In [4] F. Buckley gave a neccessary and sufficient condition for the Carte­
sian product of G and H  to satisfy P(G x H) — EC(G x  H). He proved the 
following:
T heo rem  1.4.1. P(G x  H) = EC{G x  H) i f  and only i f  P(G) -  EC(G)  
and P(H) = EC{H).
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In this section we characterize the other products, among those defined 
above, for which the set of peripheral vertices is the same as the set of ec­
centric vertices.
By the definition of the symmetric difference of two graphs and the 
definition of the disjunction of two graphs, it is easy to see the following:
R em ark . For any graphs G and H, G(BH is a subgraph of  GVH. Therefore, 
r(G V H) < r(G © H) and dia(G V H) < dia(G © H ).
T h eo rem  1.4.2. P(G  © H ) =  EC(G  © H) for any connected graphs G and 
f f .
P roo f: Let u =  (</, h) and v =  (g \  h') be vertices of G © H. It is easy to
verify that
{ 1 , if do(fl'iff') =  1 or dff(h,h ') =  1 , but not both,
2 , otherwise.
So, for each vertex v in G © H, eG&N(v) =  2. It follows that r(G © H) = 
dia(G © H)  =  2, and that G © H  is self-centered. Hence, P(G  © H)  = 
EC{G  © H).  ■
L em m a 1.4.1. For any graphs G and H, r{G) =  r{H) = 1 if  and only i f  
r ( G V H )  = 1 .
We obtain immediately:
C orollary . Let G and H be connected graphs with r(G ) =  r(I f)  = 1 . Then 
C ( G V H )  =  C(G) x C(H).
L em m a 1.4.2. G V H  is a self-centered graph i f  and only i f  r(G) ^  1 , or 
r{H) £  1, or dia(G) =  dia(H) = 1 .
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P roof: Suppose that r(G) 56 1 , or r(J5T) ^  1 , or dta(G) — dia(H) =  1 .
By Lemma 1.4.1, r(G V H)  ^  1. Thus, r(G V H) > 2. But by the Remark 
and the proof of Theorem 1.4.2, r(G V S )  < r(G © H) = 2 and dia(G V H) < 
dia(G © J5T) =  2. Thus, r ( 6 ? V i f )  =  2 and dia(G V J5f) =  2, so <7 V H  is 
self-centered.
Conversely, suppose that G V i f  is self-centered. By the Remark and 
the proof of Theorem 1.4.2 again, either r(G V H) = dia(G V H)  =  1 or 
r{G VH)  =  dia(GVH)  =  2. If r ( G v H ) =  2, then by Lemma 1.4.1, r((?) ^  1 
or r(^T) /  1. So, we may assume that r((7 V H)  =  dta((? V J5T) =  1. Then 
by the definition of G V H> both G and H  are complete. Thus, dia(G) = 
dia(H) =  1 .
This completes the proof. ■
Lemma 1.4.3. Let G be a connected graph with r(G) = 1. Then P(G)  =  
EC(G) i f  and only i f  either G is a complete graph or \C{G)\ — 1 .
P roo f: Suppose that P{G) =  EC(G),  but G is not a complete graph with
|C7(C?)| > 2. Pick two distinct center vertices tt and t>. As e(u) =  r(G') =  1 , 
d(u,v) = 1 and u € EC(G).  Since G is not complete, u ^  P(G).  So, 
u 6  EC(G) \  P(G), a contradiction.
Conversely, if G is complete, then P{G) = EC(G).  So we may assume 
that G is a non-complete with exactly one center vertex. Then dia(G) = 2, 
since r(G) = 1 . Clearly, P(G) =  V(G) \  C(G) and EC(G) = V(G) \  C(G). 
So, P(G)  =  EC(G).  I
Theorem  1.4.3. Let G and H  be connected graphs. Then P(G V H) = 
EC(G V H) i f  and only i f  G and H  satisfy one of the following conditions:
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(1) r(G) ^  1 or r(H) ^  1 ;
(2 ) r(G) =  r(iT) =  1 and dia(G) =  dia{H) — 1 , i.e., both G and H  are
(3) r(G) = r(H) =  1 , dia{G) =  dia{H) =  2 , and \C{G)\ =  |C(JT)| =  1.
P roo f: Suppose that P(G  V H)  =  E C (G V H ) .  If r(G) ^  1 or r(H) ^  1,
then G and H  satisfy condition (1). So we may assume that r(G) =  r(H)  =  1 . 
By Lemma 1.4.1, r(G V f f )  = 1 . Since P(G  V H)  =  EC(G  V H )y Lemma 
1.4.3 implies that either G V H  is complete or \C(G V i f ) |  = 1. In the first 
case, both G and H  are complete and hence satisfy condition (2). In the 
second case, by the Corollary to Lemma 1.4.1, |C(G)| =  |C(.ff)| =  1 . Since 
r(G) =  r (H ) =  1, both G and H  contain at least two vertices. So dia(G) > 2  
and dia(H) > 2. But dia(G) < 2 r((?) =  2 and dia(H) <  2 r ( /f)  =  2 . Thus, 
dta(G) =  dia(H) =  2. It follows that G and H  satisfy condition (3).
Conversely, if G and H  satisfy either condition (1) or condition (2), 
Lemma 1.4.2 implies that G V H  is self-centered, and hence P(G  V H)  = 
EC(G  V H ). So, we may assume that G and H  satisfy condition (3). Since 
r((?) = r(H) = 1 and |C(G)| =  \C(H)\ — 1 , Lemma 1.4.1 and its Corollary 
imply that r(G V H) = 1 and \C(G V J5f)| =  1. It follows from Lemma 1.4.3 
that P(G V H ) =  EC{G  V H ).
This completes the proof. 1
Consider the composition G[H] of G aud H . Let u — (g, h) and v = 




do(g,g ') , otherwise.
if g = g’ and dH{h, k') =  1 , 
if g — g‘ and h ' )>  2 ,
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Fact 2. If r(G) > 2, then co[hj(u ) =
Fact 3.
( 1 , if r(G) =  r{H) =  1,





if r(G) = r (H )  = 1 , 
if r(G) =  1 and r (H ) > 2,
otherwise.
Lemma 1.4.4.
[ (7(G) x C{H ), if r(G) =  r (H ) =  1 ,
C(G[H}) =  { V{G) x  V ( H ), if r{G) =  1 and r (H ) > 2,
( (7(G) x  V(ff), otherwise.
P roo f: Case 1 : Suppose that r(G) =  r(H)  =  1. Let (gm,h*) € G(G) x
C(f f) ,  so that d<?(3 *,flf) =  1 for any g € ^ (G ) and d|*(h*,/i) =  1 for any 
h € V(H).  Thus, by Fact 1 and Fact 3,
=  1 = ’'(COT).
That i», ( g ' , h ' )  E C(Gj/f]). Hence C(G) x C{H)  C C(G[H]). 
Conversely, suppose that C(G[H}) % C(G) x C(H),  then there exists 
(g*ihm) € C(G\H\) so that either g* C{G)oth* & C(fT). First assume that 
g* C{G). Then eo(g*) > 2 . So there is g in V(G) so that d<3 {g*,g) > 2. 
By Fact 3 and Fact 1,
l= r (G [f f ] )  =  e0 [H]((<Ah*))
> rfO[H](U*>^*))(^»^*)) =  dQ(g*}g) > 2 , 
a contradiction. If h* £  C(H), a contradiction is similarly obtained. There­
fore, C(G[H]) C G(G) x C(H).
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Case 2: Suppose that r(G) =  1 and r (H)  >  2. Clearly, C(G[.ff]) C V(G) x 
V(H).  Let (g'.h1) G V(G) x V(H).  For any g,h  G V(G), < W , 0 ) < 
dta(G) < 2r(G?) =  2. By Facts 1 and 3,
=  2  =  r(G[ff]).
So € C(G[H\), and therefore V(G)  x V(H)  C <7(G[tf]).
Case 3: Suppose that r(G) > 2. Then the result follows immediately from
Facts 2 and 3.
The proof is complete. I
Lemma 1.4.5.
(1) I fr(G)  > 2, then P{G[H]) =  P{G) x V(H).
(2) I fr(G) > 2  or both r(G) =  2 and dia(H) =  1, then EC(G[H]) =  
EC{G) x V{H),
P roof: (1) Let r(G) > 2, let (g,h) G P{G[H}). By Facts 2 and 4,
dto(G) =  dia(G[ff]) =  e0 [H^((gt h)) =  eo(s).
This implies that g G P{G) and hence (ff,h) G P(G)  x Thus,
P(<?[JT]) C P(G)  x V (tf).
On the other hand, let (ff,fc) 6  P(G)  x F (ff). So, ea (g) = dia(G). By 
Facts 2 and 4 again,
dia(G[.ff]) =  dia(G) = ea(g) = cg[K]((^> h)). 
That is, (g,k)  G P{G[H}). So, P(G) x V{H)  C P(G[R]).
Consequently, P{G[H\) =  P(G') x V {H ),
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(2) Let (g,h) € EC(G[H]). Then there exists (g’, # )  € G(G[P]) so that 
da{H\({g,h),{g\h')) =  r(G[P]). By Fact 3,
*), (*'. *')) =  r(0[ITl) «  r (G) > 2 . («)
Since r(G) > 2 or both r(G) =  2 and dia(H) =  1, g ^  g1. By Fact 1 ,
dGlH]((9,h),{g't h')) = dQ(g,g'). {b)
Note that g* € (7(6?) by Lemma 1.4.4. So, by (a) and (b), g € EC(G). Hence
EC{G[H\) C £67(6?) x F ( P ).
The similar proof that EC(G)  x  V(H)  C PC(G{PJ) is omitted. 1
Theorem  1.4.4. P(G [P]) =  EC(G\H\) i f  and only i f  G and H satisfy one
of the following conditions: 
(1) dia(G) =  dia(H) =  1 ;
(2 ) r(G) =  r(H) =  1 and |G(G)| =  \C(H)\ =  1 ;
(3) r(G) = 1 and r(H) > 2 ;
(4) r(G) =  2 , dia{H) =  1, and P(G ) =  PC(G );
(5) r(G) =  dta(G) =  2 ;
(6 ) r(G) > 2 and P(G ) =  PC(G).
Proof: Suppose that G and P  satisfy one of the stated conditions. If
G and P  satisfy condition (1 ), then both G and P  are complete, G[P] is 
complete, and so P(G [P]) =  EC{G\H\). If G and P  satisfy condition (2 ), 
then by Fact 3 and Lemma 1.4.4, r(G[P]) =  1 and |C(G[P])| =  1 . So, by
Lemma 1.4.3, P(G [P]) =  EC{G[H\). If G and P  satisfy condition (3), then
by Lemma 1.4.4, G(G[P]) =  V{G) x V(H) = F(G [P]). So, G[PJ is self- 
centered and hence P(G [P]) =  EC{G[H}). If G and P  satisfy condition (5),
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then by Facts 3 and 4, r ( (?[#]) =  r(G) =  dia(G) =  dt<i(G[fT]). So, G\H\ is 
self-centered and hence P{G[H]) =  EC(G\H\). If G and H  satisfy condition
(4) or condition (6 ), then by Lemma 1.4.5, P(G [if]) =  EC{G[H\).
Conversely, suppose that P(G{H]) — EC{G[H}). Consider r(G[.ff]).
If r(C?[jfiT]) =  1 , then r(G) =  r(H) = 1 by Fact 3. Moreover, by Lemma 
1.4.3, either G\H\ is complete or \C(G[H\)\ — 1. In the first case, both 
G and H  are complete and hence dia(G) =  dia(H) =  1 . In the second 
case, |C7(Cjr)| =  \C(H)\ =  1 by Lemma 1.4.4, and therefore G and H  satisfy 
condition (2 ).
If r(G[Jf]) =  2 , then by Fact 3, either r(G) =  1 and r(H)  > 2  or 
r(G) = 2. In the first case, G and H  satisfy condition (3). In the second case, 
if, in additional, dia{H) =  1, then by Lemma 1.4.5, P{G[H]) =  P(G)  x V (H ) 
and EC(G[H]) =  EC{G)  x  V{H).  So P{G[H)) =  EC{G[H)) implies that 
P(G) = EC(G),  which is condition (4). Now assume that r(G) =  2 and 
dia(H) > 1. Then there are two distinct vertices h, k ’ 6  V(H)  so that 
dn(h ,h ’) > 2 . Pick g € C(G). Then by Lemma 1.4.4, (g, h), (g, h‘) € 
C(G[/?]) and moreover, by Fact 1 , the present assumption, and Fact 3,
dG[H]({9 ,h ) , (g t h')) =  2 =  r(G) =  r(G[tf]).
So, (g,h) e  EC(G[H]). By the original hypothesis, EC(G[H]) =  P(G[.ff]), 
and since (g,h) € C(G[if]), cg(h]((^>^)) =  r(G[IT]). So, dia{G[H\) -  
cg[H|((0>M ) =  =  2' ®y Fact 4, dia(G) =  dia(G[.ff]) =  2. Thus, G
and H  satisfy condition (5).
If r(G[lT]) > 2, then by Lemma 1.4.5, P(G[/f]) =  P{G) x V{H)  and 
EC{G[H\) = EC(G)  x  V(H).  So, P(G[H}) =  EC{G\H)) implies that 
P(G)  =  EC(G).  Therefore, G and H  satisfy condition (6 ).
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The proof is complete. ■
The conjunction (Kronecker product) of G and H  is G A H  =  (V,E)  
where V  =  V{G) x V(H)  and (p, h)(g', h') E E  if and only if gg' E E(G)  and 
hh1 € E(H).
Note that the Kronecker product fails to preserve connectivity. For 
example, the Kronecker of an even cycle and any tree contains 2 connected 
components (see [27]). In fact, Weichsel’s Theorem in [27] states that the 
Kronecker product of graphs G and H  is connected if and only if one of 
G and H  contains an odd cycle. It remains an open question to describe a 
criterion for the set of peripheral vertices to be the same as the set of eccentric 
vertices in the Kronecker product of two graphs, one of which contains an 
odd cycle.
Chapter 2. Constructions
§1. Relations between P(G ) and EC(G)
In this section we will present several graphs which then are used to 
show that all possible set-inclusion relations between the set of peripheral 
. vertices and the set of eccentric vertices may occur. More precisely, for each 
i, 1 < * < 5, and for each pair of positive integers a and ft, a < ft < 2a, we 
will construct a graph G*, with r(t?i) =  a and dia(Gi) — ft, which satisfies 
condition (i) below:
(1 ) P{Gi) = EC(Gi);
(2 ) P (G 2)£  EC(G2)t if a < b < 2 a;
(3) P(G 3)£  FG (G 3), if a < ft < 2 a;
(4) P{G4) n  EC{G4) £  0, P{G4) % EC{G4), P{G4) 2  EC{G4 ), if a < ft < 
2 a; and
(5) P(Gb) n  EC(Gs) = 0, if a +  2  < ft < 2a -  2 .
F. Buckley [4] proved the following:
T heo rem  2.1.1. For any positive integers a and ft with a < ft < 2a, there 
exists a graph G for which r{G) — a, dia{G) = b, and P(G) = EC(G).
Let C be a cycle of length 2n and let v € V(C).  A vertex u E V{C)  so 
that dc(u,v)  = n  is called the antipole of v.
For positive integers a, £, and s, let G(a,f,s)  denote the graph obtained 
from a cycle of length 2 a by attaching one path of length £ at a vertex of the 
cycle and attaching another path of length s at the antipole of that vertex. 
Let x and y be the vertices of degree 1 in G(a,t,s).
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The construction of G(a, £, s) yields the following facts.
Fact 1: dia(G(ay£1g)) =  a + £ + s, and any path between z  and y  is a
diametrical path.
Fact 2: P (G (a ,f,s)) =  {«,!/}•
Fact 3: r(G (a ,f,s)) =  max{a,  f^ 1]} where fa+| :fcg1 is the least inte­
ger greater than or equal to Moreover, if v 6  V(G(a, f, a)) satisfies
d(v,x) = r(G (a,f, s)) or d(v,y)  =  r(G (a,f, s)), then v 6  C(G(a, £,«)).
Theorem  2.1.2. For any positive integers a and b with a < b < 2a, there 
exists a graph G for which r(G) ~  a, dia(G) = b, and P (G )£  EC(G).
Proof: Let b =  a +  k where 1 < A: < a.
Case 1 : If a =  1 , then 6 =  2 . Consider the graph G obtained from K 4
by deleting one edge. It is easy to verify that r(G) =  1 , dta(G) =  2, and 
P (G )£ E C (G ) .
Case 2: If k is an even integer, then we consider the graph G(a, | ,  | ) .  By
Fact 1 , dia(G(a, y, y)) =  o + y  +  y = a+k = b. By Fact 3 and the assumption 
that k < a, r(G(a, y ,  f  )) =  max{a,  ̂)} =  m ai{a , = a.
To show that P(G (a, y, y ))£  EC(G(a, let v* be a vertex of a
diametrical path P  so that the distance from v* to an endvertex of P  is a. 
By Fact 3, v* is a center vertex. So P(G (a, y, y)) =  C EC(G(a,  y,  f)).
Since k < a, v* must lie on the cycle. Denote the antipole vertex of v* by 
u*y then d(w*,u") =  a. It follows that u* G jBG(G(a, y, y)). But u* ^  x,y.  
So . 7 F ( C K  } ,* )). Hence, P(G(e, f ) ) £  EC(0(a ,  *, f )).
Case 3: If fc is odd, consider the graph G(a, ^y1). Arguments similar
to those in Case 2  can be applied here to prove that the G(a, ^ 1 ,  ^y1) satis­
fies the following conditions: r(G(a, ^y3-)) =  a, dia(G(a, , *y^)) = 
6 , and P(G (a, PC (G (a, *±±, *=1)).
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This completes the proof. I
Before proving the following results, we will introduce some results con­
cerning Cartesian products of pairs of graphs and describe some properties of 
hypercubes. These results will be used to construct graphs G with prescribed 
radius, diameter, and relation between P(G)  and EC(G).
The following lemma was noted by F. Buckley [4].
L em m a 2 .1 . 1 . Let G and H  be connected graphs. Then
(1) r(G x H )  = r (G) + r(H) and dia(G x H)  =  dia{G) +  dia(H);
(2 ) P(G x H )  = P{G) x  P{H) and EC(G x H)  =  EC(G) x EC(H).
The second result in Lemma 2.1.1 is equivalent to Theorem 1.4.1.
Some of our constructions make use of n-cubes or hypercubes, Q n, de­
fined recursively by Q i =  K 2 and Qn = Qn- i  x K j .  Hypercubes are self- 
centered and r(Qn) =  dia(Qn ) =  n.
Theorem  2.1.3. For any positive integers a and b with a < b < 2a, there 
exists a graph G for which r(G) = a, dia(G) =  b, and P(G) ̂  EC(G).
P roo f: For b =  o +  1 , let Ga,b he the graph shown in Fig. 2 .1 .1 , where
the length of the horizontal path from c to Xi (t =  1,2,3,4) is a.
Fig. 2.1.1
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It is easy to check that the vertex c is the unique center vertex of Ga,b, 
P(Ga<t,) =  V(<?a,b) \  {c} and EC{Ga,b) =  { : » =  1 , 2 ,3 ,4  }. Therefore,
EC(G„,t).
Before constructing Ga,b for any positive integers a and b with a +  2  < 
b < 2a, consider the graph Gm shown in Fig. 2.1.2, where Pm is a path of 
length m  (m > 2 ). The graph Gm has radius m +  2  and diameter 2 m + 2 . 
It is easy to check that P (G m) =  {uifVj : 1 < i <  4, 1 < j  < 3} and 





Now for any pair of positive integers a and b with a +  2 < b < 2a, 
let C?a,fr =  Gb-a. x Qia-b-i i  where Q2a-b - 2  is the hypercube with 2 2 a ~ b~ 2 
vertices. Recall that hypercubes are self-centered graphs and r(Q2a-b~2 ) =  
dia{Q2a- h- 2 ) — 2a — 6  — 2. Then by Lemma 2.1.1,
r {Ga.%b) — H ^ b - a )  +  r(Q 2a-fc-2 ) =  6 — a +  2 - |-2 a  — 6 — 2 =  a and 
d i a ( G a,b) =  d i a ( G b - a )  +  dia(Q2a_b_2) =  2(6 — a ) +  2 + 2a — b — 2 =  b.
By Lemma 2 .1 .1  (2 ), P ( G a,b) $  E C ( G a,bl
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This completes the proof. 1
T h eo rem  2.1.4. For any positive integers a and b , a < b <  2a, there exists 
a graph G, with r(G) =  a and dta(G) =  6 , which satisfies P(G)nEC{G)  ^  0, 
P(G ) % EC(G), and P(G)  2  EC(G).
P roof: If b = a 4- 1, let Ha^  be the graph shown in Fig. 2.1.3. Both
small cycles of H atb are of the length 2 a +  1 and the vertical paths from 
x to tu, from w to y, and from x to y  are of the length 2 , a — 2  and a 
respectively. Let C be the largest cycle of Note that d(x, z) =  3 and
d(z, y ) = a — 1. By computing the eccentricities of vertices of Hait» we can see
that P(H*th) =  (F (C ) \  {x,y}) U {z} and E C (H a,b) =  V{C). It follows that
Fig. 2.1.3
If b >  a +  2, then take any positive integers alf a2, bj, and b2 such that 
ai < &! < 2 a j, a2 < b2 < 2a3, a = aj + 0.3 , and b — bj + 6 2 - By Theorems 
2.1.2 and 2.1.3, there exist graphs and B ai,b, so that
Let Ha,b = A ai,bt x Ba2M'  By Lemma 2 .1 .1 , and results (i) and (ii),
x y
W
r (B a,b) = +  r(Baiib3) = aj + a2 = a,
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dia{Ha,b) =  dia(Aat,bt ) +  dia{Baathi) =  +  b2 =  f>,
P (Jfa,6) D EC{Haib) £  0, P ( P fl,t ) g  E C ( f fa,b), and P (P fl(6) 2  F C (P a,t ). ■
F. Buckley [4] also proved the following two results:
L em m a 2 . 1 .2 . For any graph G with P(G)  H EC(G)  =  0, 
r(G) +  2  < dia(G) < 2r(G) -  2 . 
T h eo rem  2.1.5. For any positive integers a and b, o +  2 < b < 2a — 2, there 
is a graph G so that r(G) =  a, <fia((?) =  6 , and P(G)  D EC(G) = 0.
Since a graph G with P(G)  fl EC{G) = 0 exsits, it is natural to ask how 
far apart the two sets P{G) and EC(G)  can be. To answer this question, 
consider the graph Gr shown in Fig. 2.1.4, where r  is any positive integer 
larger than 4 and Pr - 5  (Pr- 3 ) is a path of length r  — 5 (r — 3, respectively).
2r-3 2r-4 2r-5 2r-5 2r-4 2r-3
r - 3




(each number beside a vertex is the eccentricity of the vertex)
Fig. 2.1.4
It is easy to check that C{Gr) =  {c}, P{Gr) =  {«’, s} ,E C (G r) =  */}»
and d(P(Gr) ,EC(Gr)) =  2 r —5. Since r is arbitrary, d(P(Gr ), EC(Gr )) — ► 
oo (as r  — ► oo). Thus, if we consider the ratioof d(P{G)y EC{G)) to dia(G), 
we have
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Theorem  2.1.0. Let 7>={G  : P(G)  fl EC{G)  =  0}. Then
rd(P(G),EC(G)) „  ^  ,
S U p { d t ( G)  ! =
P roof: It is clear that sup { : G € 2>} < 1. To show that
the equality holds, it is enough to show that for any e > 0 , there exists a 
G € "D so that
d{P{G),EC{G)) 
dia(G)
In fact, for any c > 0, let r  be a positive integer so that r  > Then
Gr G V  and
d(P(Gr) ,EC(Gr)) 2 r  -  5 3
dta(Gr ) 2 r  -  2  2 r -  2 C‘
Thus,
Since P(G)V\EC(G)  =  0 implies d(P(G), EC(G)) < dia(G) — 1, a ques­
tion that arises is whether there exists a graph G € V  so that =
|  for any positive integers a and b with a <  b. The answer is positive. Before 
proving this, note the following self-evident observations:
R em ark . Let G\ and G2 be connected graphs. I f  d(P(Gi) ,EC(G\))  = t\ 
and d(P(G2 ) ,EC(G2)) = I2, then d{P{Gt x G2 ) ,E C (G t x G2)) = h  + t 2.
Combining this Remark with Lemma 2 .1 .1 , we obtain the following:
C orollary . Let G2 )G2, ‘ •• ,G m (m > 1 ) be connected graphs and let G =  
G, x G2 x • • ■ x Gm (m > 1 ). Ifd(P{Gi),EC(Gi)) = U and dia(Gi) = d< (i = 
1 , 2 , , m) ,  then
d(P(G),EC(G))  _  U 
dia(G) £ £ , * *
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Theorem  2.1.7. For any positive integers a and b with a < 6, there exists 
a graph G € V  so that
d(P(G),EC(G)) a 
dia(G) ~  b *
Proof: Note that
o 10a (10a — 5) +  5 -+■ 0
b = 1 0 b ~  (1 0 a -  2 ) +  8  +  [1 0 ( 6  -  a) -  6 ] ‘
Take G = Gsa x Gs x Pjo(b-a)-s where Pio(6-a)-« is a path of length 1 0 ( 6  -  
a) — 6 . By the Corollary above, the graph G is the graph desired. ■
§2. E m beddings
In [6 ] problems of the following type were studied: given a graph G, is 
it possible to embed G as the central subgraph of some supergraph H  so 
that H  has some set of prescribed properties? In [4] F. Buckley described a 
way to embed a graph G into a graph H  so that P{H)  =  EC(H).  Bielak 
and Syslo [1] proved that for every graph G there exists a  graph H  so that 
P(H)  is equal to V((r). In this section, for a given graph <?, we estimate 
the smallest order of a graph H  so that G is an induced subgraph of H  and 
P(f f )  = EC(H).  Also, for a given graph G and a proper subset S  of F(G), 
we investigate the existence of a graph H  so that G is an induced subgraph 
of H  and P{H)  =  S. Finally, for a given connected graph G and a positive 
integer d with d < r(G), we estimate the smallest order of a graph H  with 
dia(H) = d so that G is an induced subgraph of H  and P(H) = V(C).
For a given graph G, let 7 (G) be the minimum number of vertices of a 
graph H  having G as an induced subgraph so that P(H) = E C ( H J.
T h eo rem  2 .2 .1 . For a connected graph G of  order n,
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n  < 7 (G) < n +  1.
Proof: It is obvious that 7 (G) > n. So to complete the proof, it suffices
to prove that 7 (G) <  n + 1 . Let us consider r(G).
Case 1 : If r(G) > 2, then let H  be the graph obtained from G by adding a
new vertex v and joining v to each vertex of G (see Fig. 2.2.1 (a)). Clearly, 
C{H) =  {v> and P{H) =  V{G) =  E C {H ). Thus, 7 (G) < n +  1.
Case 2: Assume that r(G) =  1 . If |C(G)| =  1 , let H  =  G since P(G ) = 
V{G) \  C(G) =  EC{G). If |C(G)| >  2  and G /  K n , let H  be the graph 
obtained from G by adding a new vertex v to G and joining v to each vertex 
ofV (G )\C (G ) (see Fig. 2.2.1 (b)). It is easy to verify that H  is Belf-centered. 
If G =  K n then clearly, 7 ( G )  < n. So, in each case, 7 ( G )  < n  +  1. ■
(a) (b)
Fig. 2.2.1
The following result is due to H. Bielak and M. M. Syslo [1 ]:
T h eo rem  2.2.2. If a graph G has no vertex adjacent to all other vertices of 
G, then there is a graph H with induced subgraph G so that P[H)  =  V(G).
Here we consider a more general problem as follows: given a graph G 
and a proper subset S  of V(G), does there exist a graph I f  having G as an 
induced subgrsph so that P(H) — 5?
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The following result describes some neccessary conditions for a graph G 
to be embedded into a supergraph S  so that P(H) = S.
Theorem  2.2.3. Let G be a non-self-centered graph and let S  be a proper 
subset o fV(G) with at least two vertices. Then there is no graph H  having 
G as an induced subgraph so that P(H) = S  provided S  satisfies one of  the 
following conditions:
(1) There exists a vertex v E S  so that v is adjacent to every other vertex 
o fS ;
(2 ) mm{mfl*{do(ti,v) : u € 5} : v 6  S} =  2  and P(G ) £  S.
Proof: Suppose that there exists a graph H  so that G is an induced
subgraph of H  and P{H) =  S. We show that neither (1 ) nor (2) hold.
First suppose that (1) holds. Since 5 ^  V'(G), ej*(x) > 2 for each vertex 
x of S. So, there exists w E V{H)  so that dn{y,w)  =  e/j(v) > 2. Note that 
w £  S  by choice of v. Now since v e  5  =  P{H), dff(v,w) = ejj(v) = dta(H). 
Thus, w E P ( P )  \  S. So, S  ^  P(H),  a contradiction.
Next suppose that (2) holds. There exists v* E S  so that
max{do(u,v*) : u €  S}  =  2.
Then en(r*) > 2. In fact, e/f(vm) = 2. For, if eH(v*) > 2, then there 
exists w 6  V(H)  so that dn(v*,w) = ejf(v*) > 2 which implies that w & S. 
But en(w) > dtf(t;*,u») =  en(v*) =  dia(H) since t>* E S  = P(H). Thus, 
w E P{H), a contradiction to P{H) =  S. Therefore, = 2. Note that
u* € S  and S  = P{H). So, dia{H) =  eH(v*) =  2 .
Let * be any vertex in V(G) \  S  = V(G) \  P(H).  Then 1 < eH(*) < 
dia(H) =  2 and hence ejy(x) =  1 . That is, x is adjacent to every vertex
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of H. Since G is subgraph of H, z  is adjacent to every vertex of G. It 
follows that r(G) =  1 . Since G is not self-centered, dia(G) =  2 and hence 
(V(G) \  S)  n  P(G ) =  0. That is,
P(G) C  S . ( a )
On the other hand, for each vertex v € S,
dia(G) > ea(v) > m oi{do(tt,v) : u 6  «S}
> mm{mo*{d(3 (u,v) : u G 5} : v G 5}
=  2 =  dia(G), 
i.e., ea(v) =  dia(G) and hence v € P(G).  So,
S  C P(G). (b)
By (a) and (b), we obtain P(G)  =  S', a contradiction to the given condition. 
This completes the proof. I
Lem m a 2.2.1. Let H  be a connected graph. I f  G is a proper connected 
subgraph of  H  and P(H) = V(G), then 2 < dia{H) < r((?).
P roof: Note that if dia(H) = 1 , then H  is complete so V(H)  =  P(H) =
V(G), a contradition to the assumption that G is a proper subgraph of H . 
Hence, dia(H) > 2 .
Let u be a center vertex of G. Note that
max{dfj(u,v)  : v € V(<7)} < max{do(u,v) : v G V{G)} ~  r(G).
Since P(H)  =  V{G),
max{dH(Ujv) : v £ V(G)} = max{djf(u,v) : v £ P(If )}
= max{dff(u,v) : v € “  «h(«) =  dia(H).
Thus, dia(H) < r(G). I
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L em m a 2 .2 .2 . Let G be connected graph. Then V (G) can be partitioned 
into two disjoint subsets A  and B  so that A and B  satisfy the following 
conditions:
(1 ) for any vertex x of  A, there exists a vertex y o f  B  so that d(x,y) > r(G);
(2 ) for any vertex y of B f there exists a vertex x o f  A  so that d(x,y) > r(G).
P roo f: Let A(u) = {t? € V(G)  : rf(u,v) =  e(u) or d(tt,u) =  e(v)} for
any u  € V(G). The following algorithm will produce two required disjoint 
subsets A  and B  of V(G).
i := 1 
Pick x • € V(G), find A(Xj )
i := i + 1
Pick xi+1 e  V ( G ) \ ( A ( Xj) u  {xj}) 
Find A(xi+1)
YES
Let A =  u  (x. } and B = V (G )\A  
j- 1  J
Clearly, for any X i , X j  €  A, d ( x i , x j )  < m tn{c(ii), c(-Tj)}. That is, for 
any x 6  A, there exists y E B  so that d(x,y)  =  e(x) > r(G).
On the other hand, for any y E B  there exists * € A so that y £ A(x). 
Hence, d(x,y)  =  e(x) or d(x,y) = e(y). That is,
d(x,y) > min{e(®), e(j/)} > r(G).
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The proof is complete. ■
T h eo rem  2.2.4. Let G be a connected graph and let d be a positive integer 
with 2 < d < r(G). Then there exists a connected graph H  with dia(H) = d 
so that G is an induced subgraph of  H  and so that P{H) = V^G).
P roof: Let A  and B  be disjoint subsets of V(G) satisfying conditions (1 )
and (2) in Lemma 2.2.2. Let Pd- 2  be a path of length d — 2.
Let H  be the graph obtained from G and Pd- 2  by adding edges between 
one endvertex of Pd- 2  and each vertex in A and adding edges between another 
endvertex of Pd- 2  and each vertex in B  (see Fig. 2.2.2). Obviously, G is an 
induced subgraph of H.  Moreover, for any vertex v in F(G), en(v)  = d, and 
for any vertex u € V ( H ) \  V(G), en(v) < d — 1. Hence dia(H) = d and 
P(H)  =  V(G). Note that |V (ff)| =  |F(G)| + d ~  1 . I
I------------------------- •“  "  “
I A i B
Pd - 2
Fig. 2.2.2
For a connected graph G and a positive integer d with d < r(G), let 
/3(G, d) be the smallest order of a graph H  with dia(H) = d so that G is an 
induced subgraph of H  and P(H)  =  V(G). From the construction of H  in 
Theorem 2.2.4, we obtain the following:
C orollary. For a connected graph G and a positive integer d with d < r(G),
\V{G)\<i3(G,d)<\V(G)\  + d - l .
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Remark 2.2.1. 1 /P(<7) ^  V(G), then /?(<?,2) =  |V(G?)| +  1.
The upper bound in the Corollary is also achieved for certain path. That 
is, we provided evidence for the following conjecture:
C on jec tu re . For a positive integer d > 3, if P  denotes a path of length at 
least 2d — 1, then /3(P,d) = |V'(jP)| +  d — 1.
L em m a 2.2.3. Let P  be a path of  length at least 5. I f  P  is an induced 
subgraph of  a connected graph H  with dia(H) =  3 so that P(H) = V (P), 
then |V (Jr)| > |P (P ) | +  2.
P roo f: Suppose that |V(Zf)| < |V (P)| + 1 . Since not every vertex of P  is
a peripheral vertex of P , |F ( if ) | =  |F (P ) | +  1. Note that since P(H) = V(P)  
and dia{H) — 3, r(H)  =  2. Let c be the vertex of H  not on P . Since 
P{H) =  V(P), en(x) = dia{H) = 3 for all x e  V(P). Hence, since r (H ) =  2 , 
c must be the only center vertex of H,  and hence e#(c) =  2. Let
N(c) = {u : dff(u,c) =  1} and JV2 (c) = {u : dH(u,c) — 2}.
Clearly, |JVa(c)| > 1.
Case i: If |JV2 (c)| = 1, let lV3 (c) =  {u*}. Let v* € V'(P) so that u*v* €
E(P).  Then dj*(v*,v) < 2 for any v 6  V(H).  So, ejj(v*) =  2 =  r(H)  and v* 
is another center vertex of H.  But this contradicts the uniqueness of c.
Case ii: If |iV2 (c)| =  2, say N 2 (c) = {*,!/}, then either * is adjacent to y or
not. In the first case, adjust notation, if necessary, so that z ^  * is a vertex 
on P  adjacent to y. Then Cf/(z) = 2, again a contradiction to the uniqueness 
of c. So, * is not adjacent to y in P . If there exists w £ V(P)  such that 
siw, wy e E(P),  then ej/(u>) =  2 , a contradiction again. Thus, dp(x,y) > 3.
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But if dp(*,y) > 3, then djr(x,y) > 4, a contradiction to dia(H) =  3. So 
dp(x,y) = 3. Let w* be the vertex of P  between x and y  so that to* is 
adjacent to x. Then ej/(w*) =  2, a contradiction again.
Case iii: If |JV2 (c)| =  3, say iV2 (c) =  we may adjust notation,
if necessary, so that y is between x and z. As above, since dia(H) =  3, 
dp(x,z )  < 3. If dp(xyz) = 2, then dn(c,y) =  3 < ejy(c) =  r(H)  =  2, a 
contradiction. So dp(x, z) =  3. Adjust notation, if necessary, so that w is 
the vertex of P  adjacent to * and y. Then eff(w) =  2 , which again contradicts 
the uniqueness of c.
Case iv: Suppose that |JV2 (c)| > 4. Pick x ,y  6  N 2 (c) so that
da{x,y)  =  max{dn{uyv)  : u,v  6 N 2 (c)}.
Since |iV2 (c)| > 4 and JV2 (c) C V (P )y dn{x,y)  =  dp(x,y) > 3. But 
dia{H) =  3. So, dii{xyy) =  3. By the choice of * and y , there exists a 
vertex w € N 2(c) between * and y. Thus, 3 < d«(c, w) < ey(c) =  r (H ) =  2, 
a contradiction.
All cases show that the assumption that |V (lf)| < |V (P)| + 1 was wrong. 
Therefore, |F ( tf ) | > |V (P)| +  2. ■
From Lemma 2.2.3 and Corollary to Theorem 2.2.4, we obtain the fol­
lowing:
R em ark  2.2.2. Let P  be a path of length at least 5. Then
0(Py3 )= \V (P ) \  + 2.
That is, the conjecture above is true when d = 3.
Chapter 3. Realisation o f Digraphs by Preferences Based on 
D istances in Graphs
§1. Introduction
Let D  be an oriented graph with vertex set V(D)  and arc set A(D). If 
whenever xyyyz  € A(D)  it is also true that xz  € A(D ), then D  is said to be 
transitive. If D contains no directed cycle, then D is said to be acyclic.
An oriented graph can be considered as a  model of outcomes of voters 
preferences. Consider a set C = {cj, c2, . . . ,  cj,} of candidates and a set 
V = {v!,v2 , . . . , v n} of voters. Each voter has a preferential ordering or 
ranking of the candidates. That is, each voter assigns a numeric value to 
each candidate and prefers a candidate with a smaller number to any other 
candidate with a higher number, but ties can result as candidates are allowed 
to receive the same value. We can represent the outcome of those voters 
preferences with an oriented graph D with vertex set C in which CiCj is an 
arc of D  if and only if the sum of the numeric values assigned to Cj by all the 
voters is strictly less than the sum of the numeric values assigned to Cj by 
all the voters. Of course, there might be no arc between two candidates Cj 
and cj since each may receive the same sum of numeric values. The following 
example demonstrates this. Let V =  {vi,v3 ,« 3 }, C =  {a ,6 , c,<£}, and let 
the voter assignments be as in Fig. 3.1.1 (a). That is, for example, voter v2 
assigns 1 to both a and d, assigns 2 to 6 , and assigns 3 to c. The resulting 
oriented graph D  shown in Fig. 3.1.1 (b). Note that if the ordering given by 
the voters in Fig. 3.1.1 (a) is thought of as preference, then xy  is an arc of D  if 
and only if more voters prefer x to y than prefer y  to x. Thus, we say that the 
resulting oriented graph is model of voters preferences. It should be noted
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that the plurality preference is involved this model. Issues involved with
of graphs.
Let G be a connected graph with vertex set V{G). For distinct vertices 
u and v in F(G), let =  { * : « €  V^G), d{x>u) <  d(*,v)}, where d(x,y) 
denotes the distance in G between vertices x and y. Let V  and C denote two 
distinguished subsets of V((7). Consider the oriented graph D with vertex set 
C  where cc' is an arc of D  if and only if more vertices of V  are closer (in G) to 
c than to c', for each pair of distiuct vertices c and c' in C. If V is considered 
as a set of sites each of which is occupied by a single voter and C is considered 
as a set of candidate sites, say for the placement of desirable facilities on the 
network represented by G , then D represents plurality preferences of the 
voters over all pairs of distinct candidates. Thus, we will say that such a 
digraph D  is realized from G according to the preferences of voters in V for 
candidates in C.
voting with an agenda, in which majority preference is employed resulting in 
complete oriented (tournaments) have been studied by Miller [14] and Reid
Vi t>2 V3 numeric value 
c a, d b 1
b
a b c 2
d 4 C d
(a) <b)
Fig. 3.1.1
In the remainder of this chapter, voter preferences are based on distances
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If an oriented graph D  ia given in advance, one may ask if there exists a 
connected graph G and vertex subsets V  and C so that D  is realized from G 
according to the preferences of voters in V  for candidates in C. And, if there 
is, what is the smallest possible order of such a G? To be more explicit we 
recall the following definition stated on page 4.
D efinition. Let n, h, and k be positive integers, n  > max(h , k). An oriented 
graph D with vertex set • ,*fc) is (n>h,k)-realizable if there exists
a connected graph G  of order n , a subset V  C V ( G )  with |V| =  h (the set 
of voters), and a subset C  =  { c j , C 2 , . . . , c * }  C V ( G )  (the set of candidates) 
so that XiXj e A(D)  if and only if \V fl FCilCi | > |F  n  FCjlCi|, for all distinct i 
and j  in { 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  fc}. In particular, if D is (n, n, k)-realizable by a graph G, 
then we simply say that D  is realized by G  or that G  realizes D.
E xam ple. The digraph D  given in Fig. 3.1.2 (a) is (12,3,4)-realizable. To 
see this consider the graph G given in Fig. 3.1.2 (b), where the 3 -set V of 
voters is as shown and the set of candidates is C = {ci,C2 ,C3 ,c4}. Notice 
that the digraph D  is neither transitive nor acyclic.
(») <>>)
Fig. 3.1.2.
The concept of (n, h, fc)-realization was introduced by Johnson and Slater
(12] who discussed the case n  — h. We will also treat the case n = h in 
the next section. Since ties may well occur between candidates, D should
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indeed be restricted to be an oriented graph in the above definition. It 
should also be pointed out that the decision procedure for the choice between 
candidates is by plurality decision rather than by majority choice decision, 
i.e., for XiXj G A(D)  it is only required that at least one more voter, rather 
than a majority of the voters, be closer to Cj than to Cj.
§2. On the sm allest possible order o f  a graph realizing a digraph
By construction of a suitable graph, Johnson and Slater [12] proved the 
following theorem.
Theorem  3.2.1. Any oriented graph D  with k vertices, q arcs, and max­
imum degree (as an undirected graph) A  is (n,n,k)-realizable, where n = 
k2 + k A  — q.
So, the existence question raised in the first section is settled and an 
upper bound on the smallest order is established. The goal of this section 
is to provide two constructions of graphs which realize (with n =  h) a given 
oriented graph D and to show that each of these has smaller order than 
the example due to Johnson and Slater. Finally, the best construction due 
recently to W. Schnyder [11] will be presented.
Theorem  3.2.2. Any oriented graph D with k vertices and q arcs is (n, n, k)- 
realizable, where n = m.in{k2 + 2, 2k + 2q).
Proof: Let D be an oriented graph with vertex set { 1 , 2 , and q
arcs.
First we show that D  is (fc2 +  2, k2 + 2 , fc)-realizable by constructing 
a suitable graph G. Start with the complete graph with vertex set V] = 
{cj,C2 , . . .  ,cit} and subdivide each edge C{Cjy 1 < t < j  < k with two new
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vertices t',j and Vjj so that Vij is closer to c,- than is vj{. Let V2 =  {t’,j : 1 < 
>, j  < 7̂  j }• Adjoin edge avji  if and only if ij  G A{D). Let G be the
graph obtained by adjoining two new vertices w and z  so that w is adjacent 
to eacli vertex of Vi and z is adjacent to each vertex of V2. An example of 
this construction is shown in Fig. 3.2.1. (Note that the construction due to 
Johnson and Slater would require 42 +  (4)(3) — 4 =  24 vertices to realize the 
oriented graph D shown in Fig. 3.2.1)
w w if adjacent 
,oc‘’




It is easy to see that
(1) Vj U V2 U {w ,z}  is a partition of V(G)  and |V(Gr)| =  k2 -f 2, and
(2) VCiiC. n  Vj =  {c,} and Vc.,c> D {w , z } =  ©, for all 1 < i , j  < k ,  i ^  j. 
Let V(G) — V and Vj be the voter set and candidate set, respectively.
We now check that the voter preferences in G realize D. For any pair of 
distinct voters u and 11, since Vu,v = Vu,v H (VI U V2 U {w,z}), we see that
= |vCi,c> n  Vj| +  |vCl)C> n  v2| +  \vei,Cf n  {w,z}\.
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So, by (2) above we see that for any distinct t and j ,  1 < *,j < k,
(3) |V«W | -  n K>| -  |VejlCi n v,|.
Now, for distinct i and j  in {1 , 2 , . . . ,  Jb}, let
Sit** j )  =  t v  : vpm E !£,{?, m}n{t, j>  =  0} and S 2 (i, j )  =  V a\5i(if j) . 
Since for vpm € 5 j( t ,j ) ,  d{vpm, Ci) =  d(vpm,cj)  =  3, \Vei,Ci fl 5 ,(* ,» | =  
\Vt i ,ci n  Thus, by (3)
(4) \VcUCi\ -  \vCilCi\ =  |vCilC> n 5 2 ( i ,j) | -  \vCilCi n s 2 (itj)\.
For 1 < / < k, let Si denote the set {uprn : vpm € V2, p  or m equals /}. Then 
for all distinct i and j ,  1 < i , j  < k, |S<| =  |5jj =  2 ( fc - l) , SiHSj = {vij,vji}, 
and S2 (i, j )  = Si U Sj. Moreover,
V n  /  5 A{v<fiWfi>i if J» € A (D ),Vc(,Cj n  -  j  5A {v..}> otherwise.
Combining this with (4), we see that
_  /  ls A{”ji}l -  if >j e  M O),
\  — |Si\{utj}|j if neither ij  nor j i  is in A(D) .
f l ,  if i j  G A{D) ,
\  0, if neither ij  nor j i  is in A(D) .
Consequently, for all distinct i and j ,  1 < i , j  < k, i j  6  A(D)  if and only if 
IV'c.c, n  y | =  \VCitCi\ > |Vc>(C,.| =  IFc^c. n V\. That is, D is realized by G.
To complete the proof we show that D  is also (2k +  2g, 2k + 2q,k) - 
realizable by constructing an appropriate graph. Start with the complete 
graph with vertex set V\ =  {i>i,«2 ». . . ,  v*} and for each *, 1 < * < Jb, adjoin a 
new vetex Cj adjacent to v,. Set V2 — {cj, c2, . . . ,  c*}. For each arc i j  e  A(D), 
adjoin two additional new vertices Vij and so that V{j is adjacent to both
Ci and Vj and so that wij is adjacent to each vertex in t>j}. Denote the
resulting graph by H  and let Vs and V4 denote the sets {x : x = V{j for some 
arc i j  G A(Dj}  and {* : x =  for some arc i j  G >4(1?)}, respectively. An 
example of this construction is shown in Fig. 3.2.2. (Note that H  contains
(5) Vj U V2 U V3 U V'4 is a partition of V (H ) t |F ( #  )| =  2fc +  2g, and
We now check that the voter preferences in H  realize D. It is convenient 
to note the preferences of voters in V3 and V4 . If G V3 , then d(t>;j,c,) = 
1, d(vij,cj) =  2, and rf(v,j,c;) = 3 for all 1 < I < k, i ^  I ^  j . If w{j G V4, 
then d{wij,ci) =  2 for all 1 < / < k, i ^  I ^  j ,  and d(wij,a)  =  d(u>ij,Cj) = 3. 
Suppose that pm  G A(D), then
(7) n  V3 =  {vpl : pi G A{D)} U {vlp : Ip G A(Z?)},
(8) vc„cm n v 4 =  {u»ml : ml  G A(D)} U : Im G A(D),  but I ^  p}
only 16 vertices, in contrast to the 18 required in the first part of this proof.)
O
Fig. 3.2.2.
From the construction of H  we conclude that
(6) VCiiCj n  Vi -  VCiiCj n v 2 = {c<}, for all 1 < i, j  < k, i ^  j .
Let V(H) = V  and V2 be the voter set and candidate set respectively. 
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(9) Vtmtc, n  V* =  {vm| : ml  € -A(Z))} U {vjm : lm € A(D), but I £  p}, and
(10) vcm,c, H V4 = {wp l : pi e  A(D),  but I ±  m} U {ty^ : Ip € A{D)}.
For a  vertex x in Dt let us use d^(z) (d^(z)) to denote the cardinality 
of the set {y : y  € V (D ), xy  € A{D)} ({y : y € V(D)t yx  6 .A(D>)}, 
respectively.)
So, if pm  is an arc of Z>, then combining (5) - (10), we obtain
IK ,,.m n v |  =  ^ | v e„ c„ n v (|
i=l
=  2 +  d£(p) + d^{p)  +  d£(m ) +  (d£(m) -  1),
and
4
IK „ ,c ,n v | =  ^ | K „ , c, n v (|
*=1
=  2 + i/£(m) +  - 1 )  + (<ij(p) -  1) +  dp(p).
Ttas, |v.„e„ n v | -  |V.mlC, n v | =  i  > o.
Similarly, if neither pm  nor mp  are arcs in A(D), then
\vc„cm n v | =  |VCmiC|> n F |
= 2 -f- d£(p) + dp(p) + rf£(m) + d ^ m ) ,  80 ^ a t
\Vc„cn n v \ - \ v Cm,Cfn v \  = o.
Consequently, for all distinct t and j ,  1 < t, j  <  fc, ij  E A(D)  if and only if 
IK p ,c m n  V\ > |VCmiC, n  V|. That is, D is realized by H.
This completes the proof. ■
R em ark . If q > 2 in Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, then
2q = ^ 2  {<*£(*) + dp(x)  : x E V{D)}
< £  {A : z € V{D)} =  fcA
which implies that q + 2 < 2q < fcA or k2 +  2 < k2 +  fcA — q. That is, 
Theorem 3.2.2 is indeed an improvement over Theorem 3.2.1. Moreover, if
q < (j) — then 2k +  2q < k 3 +  2, so a further improvement is provided 
for these values of q by the second part of Theorem 3.2.2.
Recently, Walter Schnyder [11] obtained a graph of linear order which 
realizes a  given oriented graph. He proved the following theorem.
Theorem  3.2.3. Any oriented graph D with k vertices is (3k -f 1,3A: -f 1, k)- 
realizable.
Proof: Let D  be an oriented graph with vertex set V(D) = {1,2, • • •, k}.
For j  G V(D), let In ( j )  =  {i : ij  G V(D)}  and let I n ( j ) c = V(D) \  In(j).  
Also, let V  =  {ci,c2,* • • ,Cfc}, V+ =  {v+ : v € F}, and V~  =  {u~ : v G 
V'}. Construct the graph G" with vertex set V + U V  U V~  as follows: start 
by adding an edge between any two vertices in V +, then join c t to each 
vertex in {c,- : i G /n ( j)}  U {cj} by an edge, and join c j  to each vertex 
in {c, : i G /n ( j ) c} U {cf : i G fn (i)}  by an edge. Let G  be the graph 
obtained from G* by adding a new vertex w adjacent to each vertex in V. 
An example of this construction is shown in Fig. 3.2.3.




Note that |F((7)[ =  3^ +  1. Consider V(G) and V as voter set and 
candidate set, respectively. For *,y G V (D ), let
w  i t  a d ja c e n t
t o  C|'S
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Vi(i ,j )  =  {c, : v, € V \  {ci.Cj}, i , j  G /n(s)>,
V?( i , i )  = {c, : c, G V \  (cijCj), i j  G /n (a )c>,
V3( t ,i)  =  {c# : c, G V \  {ci,Cj>, » G In ( s ) , j  G Jn(s)c}, and let
V i(t,j) =  {c, : c, G V \  {ci'Cj}, i G /n («)e, j  G In(«)}.
Also, for £, ( 6  {1,2,3,4}, let V+(i ,j )  =  {v+ : v G VJ;(*,j)} and 
Vt~( i , j )  = {v~ : v G Vi(t,i)}. Then from the construction of G we obtain 
that
1, if u 6 V + (i,i) U V2- ( i , j )  U V+(«,i) U Vt- ( i , j ) ,
.2 , if « (= u  V + (i,j) U V,-( i , i )  U V4+( i ,j) ,
(12) d0 (cj,u)  =  .
' 1, if u 6 V +(i, , )  U V,-(i.2) U V ,-(i,j)U  V /( i , j ) ,
.2 , if u £ U V * ( i J )  U V ,+(t,» U
(13) <fo(u,t>) =  2 and d<j(u,tw) =  1 for any u ,v  € V.
If i j  G j4(D), then
do(cj,c^ ) = 1, d<j(cj-,cf ) — 2, ^o(cj,ct’ ) > 3, dQ^cjfC- ) =  1
^o(ci,Cj ) =  1, d(j(cjtCj ) — 1, <io(ct,Cy ) =  2, d(j(cjtCj ) > 3.
Thus, by (11), (12), and (13), we obtain VCitC. = V+(i ,j )  U V ^ ( i J )  U 
1 4 , c j }  end V'IM = V ( i , i )U V4+(«,,")U {cr}. So, |H „Cj | - |V 4J,4i| =  1 > 0. 
If neither i j  nor j i  are arcs of D, then
dG{cucf)  = l ,  d0 (c j ,c f )  = 2, d0 ( c i ,c r ) > 3 ,  da (cj,cT)  =  1
^o(ciicy ) =  2, do(cjtCj') =  1, d(j(cj,Cj ) =  1, d(j(cjyCj ) > 3.
Thus, by (11), (12), and (13) again, we obtain VeitCj =  ^ ( t ,  j )  U (*, j )  U 
{ 4 1CJ } *nd VCi tCi = V ~ (i, j )  U V f ( i J )  U {cT , c t }. So, \Vei,Cj I -  iVc. (C. I -  0.
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Consequently, for all distinct t and j ,  1 < i , j  < Jfc, i j  e  A(D)  if and only 
if \VCitC. | > \VCitCi\. That is, D  is realized by G. ■
Note that not every oriented graph of order k is (k, jfc, jfc)-realizable since 
the tournament of order 3 is not (3,3,3)-realizable. Thus, it remains an open 
question to find the smallest order of a graph which realizes a given oriented 
graph.
Chapter 4 . P lurality Preference Digraphs R ealised by IVees
The goal of this chapter is to discuss oriented graphs which are realized 
only by trees. The first section provides a description of a criterion for 
the presence of an arc in an oriented graph D  realized by a tree, and then 
addresses the possible structure of a digraph of order k which is (n ,n , i r ­
realizable by a tree of order n. It is showed that an oriented graph D  of 
order k is (n ,n , ^-realizable by a tree of order n  greater than k if and only 
if D  is transitive and contains no induced anti-directed path of length 3.
For a positive integer n, let T n denote the family of digraphs of order 
n which are realizable by trees. For a  fixed D E T n, the realization number 
of D, denoted a(D ), is the smallest order of a tree which realizes D. Let 
a{Fn) =  m ar{a(D ) : D E T n}. The value of 0 ( ^ 1) is determined explicitly 
in the second section.
Some properties of digraphs D  of order n  which are (n ,n , unrealizable 
by trees and examples of such digraphs are given in the third section.
In the last section estimates are given for the largest possible order of 
a tournament contained in a  digraph which is realized by a tree of order n 
with diameter d and i centroid vertices, for any positive integers n, d, and i 
(n — 1 > d and t =  1,2).
§1. A characterization o f a digraph realizable by a tree
Let T  be a tree. For * E V(T),  the branch weight of x is defined by 
6(ac) =  mo®{|V(T')| : T'  is a subtree of T  — r}. The branch weight centroid 
of T  (centroid of T  for short), denoted Ctj(T), consists of all vertices ;r for 
which b(x) is a minimum. Each vertex in C'd(T) is called a centroid vertex of 
T  (See [23]). In 1869 Jordan [13] proved that the centroid of T  consists of a 
single vertex or two adjacent vertices.
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L em m a 4.1.1. Let c be a  centroid vertex of  a tree T. I f  C\,C%, • • •, C,  are 
the components o f T  — c and 6(c) =  |VX(7,)|, then
£ |V ( C ,) |  > 4(c) -  1.
is  1
Moreover, the equality holds if and only if  T  contains two centroid vertices.
P ro o f: Suppose $3i=i l^(C*)l < 6(c) — 1. Let x € V(C ,) , so that x
is adjacent to c. Then the subgraph induced by ((J*.!,1 V(C\)) (J{c) is & 
subtree of T  — z.  The remaining subtrees of T  — x  are contained in Ct . 
Since b(x) >  6(c), 6(x) =  |V'(C'i)| +  1- Thus, by our assumption,
6(®) =  S i= i (^(^i)! +  1 < Mc) — 1 +  1 =  6(c), a contradiction to the choice 
of c. Hence, |V ( ( 7 i ) |  > 6(c) -  1.
If the equality holds, then, for the vertex x choosen above,
*(*) =  S  1 ^ ) 1  +  1 =  6<c> ~ 1 +  1 =
«=l
So, x is also a centroid vertex of T, and hence T  contains two centroid vertices. 
Conversely, suppose T  contains two centroid vertices but
£ |V ( C ,) |  > 6(c) -  1.
>=1
Then for any x e  V(Ci) (1 < * < s -  1), 6(») > \V(C,)\ +  1 > 6(c), and 
for any vertex x € V(C.), b(x) > J2i=i l^’(C'i)! +  1 > Hc) -  1 +  1 =  6(c). 
It follows that c is the unique centroid vertex of T, a contradition to the 
assumption. I
Let T  be a tree. If x is a vertex of T  and to is either a vertex or edge of 
T, then T (x , w) denotes the subtree of T — to which contains x.
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L em m a 4.1.2. Let T  be a tree with two (adjacent) centroid vertices cj and 
c3. F o re n yx ,y l= V (T ) ,  |V (rO r,C ic,))| =  |V(5T(l,,clCl))|.
P roo f: The result is obviously true if x  and y  lie in the same component
o fT  — {cic2}. Suppose that |F(T(®,ciC2 ))| ^  |V (r(y,cjC 2 ))|. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that |V'(7’(®, ciC2 ))| < |F(T(t/, ciC2 ))|. Since 
both ci and C2 are centroid vertices of T, we may assume that ci 6 T(x ,c \c2). 
Then T(y, C1C2 ) is a subtree of T  — ci, and the remaining subtrees of T  — ci 
are contained in T(®,ciC2 ). Thus, |F(T(® ,cic2))| < |F(T(y,ciC 2 ))| implies 
that b(cj) = |V (T(y,cic2))|.
On the other hand, T(x,c^c2) is a subtree of T  — c2 . So, b(c2 ) > 
|V(T(®,cic2))|. Note that Cd{T) = {ci,c2} and &(ci) =  t(c2). So, b(c2) > 
|F(!T(®,ciC2 ))|• Suppose that b(c2) = |V (T ')|, where T 1 is a subtree of a 
component of T  — c2. Then T' is a proper subtree of T (y,cic2) which im­
plies 6(c2) =  |F<T')| < |F(T(y,ciC2))| = 6(c,). Thus, 6(d) ^  6(c2), a
contradiction. ■
L em m a 4.1.3. Let ®i,® 2 ,® 3  be distinct vertices of a tree T , Jet x0 be the 
unique vertex on the three paths connecting ®i, ®2, * 3  in pairs (see Fig. 4.1.1), 
and let di = d(®0,®;) (i =  1,2,3). I fd3 < mm{di,<f2} and IF*,,*,! > IF*,,*,!, 
then |F*3)*,| > (I'*,,*,!*
Fig. 4.1.1
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Proof* If VXatbj 2  and C then
1̂*5,»a I > > \vm9,mt\ > |v;Bt«s|-
So, to prove |VXSt*J > \VX3>X3\, it is sufficient to prove that V*,,*, D VXltX3 
and VX3jXa C
Recall that T (x i,z0) denotes the component of T — x 0 containing Xj for 
i =  1,2,3. If di =  0 for some i G {1,2,3}, then we regard V(T(®3,sc0)) as the 
empty set. Note that 0 < <£3 <  m in{d i , tf2 } implies that dj > 0 and d2 > 0. 
Now consider d.3 .
Case 1: Suppose that <£3 > 0. Notice that <£3 < d2. So, for any w G
V{T) \  {V{T{x2,x 0) )U V {T{x3,x 0))),
d(x 3yw) =  d(x3 ,x 0) +  d(x0,w) = d3 +  d(x0,w)
< d2 + d(x0,w) = d(x2, x 0) +  d(xotw) = d(x2, to).
So, vj G Therefore,
V{T) \  (F ( r (x 2 ,x 0)) u  F ( r (x 3 ,x0))) c  vXSiX3. ( i)
Pick w G F (T (x 3 ,x 0)), and let z be the first vertex on both P{x3 ,to) 
and P(xD,w) from x3 (z might be to), where P(x,y)  is a  shortest path from 
x to y. Then
d(x3 ,to) =  d{x3,z)  + d(z, to)
< d(x3, x 0) + d(x0,z)  + d(z,tv)
< d{x2, x 0) +  d(x0 ,z) + d(z,w) = d(x2,w).
So, to G VX3)X3. Therefore,
V^T^x],r0)) ?  (2 )
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if w e  V(T(x2, x0)) n  Vmuw„
d(x3, w) = d(x3, x 0) + d(x0,w) ~  d$ +  d(x„,tv)
< d3 + d(x0yw) = d(xi»x0) +  d(xOJtu)
=  d(xi,w ) < d(x2,w).
So, w £ VX3lX3. Therefore,
v {T (x 2, x 0) ) n v XuX3 c k ISi1,  (3)
By (1), (2), and (3), V (r) \(V (T (« a,* 0) ) \ Vmt,ma) C VX3,X3. It is obvious 
that V .,,., C V(T) \  (V(T(»2 ,x 0)) \  VXl,Xt). Hence, V.lt. ,  C 
Case 2: Suppose that <f3 =  0. The proof is the same as the proof in Case 1
as long as we regard V(T(x3 , x0)) as the empty set.
In either case, we have V*i,*a ^  Vxs,*a«
Now we show that V*a,*a C VX3tXl. Note that for any w £ V(r(xi,x<>)),
d(x2,w) = d(x2, x a) + d(x0,w)
> d(x3, x 0) +d(x„,w)  =  d(x3,iy).
So, w £ Hence, V (T (x |,x0)) fl VX3tX3 =  0. Similarly, VfTXxsjXo)) n
Vt»,xs -  0- Let w £ VX3iX3. Then
d(x2,w) < d(x3,u>) =  d(x3,x 0) +  d(x„,to)
< d (x i,x0) +  rf(x0,u>) =  d(xl t u;).
So, w £ VX3iXl. It follows that V*a,ls C VX3tXi.
This completes the proof. I
Lem m a 4.1.4. Let T,  x, (i =  0,1,2,3), and di =  d(.r0,x ,) (i = 1,2,3) be  
as in Lemma 4.1.3. I f  d2 < m m {di,d3}, |V^Xl*a| > |VPjlI1|, and |Vrit*,| > 
|V*s>Xj|, then |l^*1,e3| > ll'xs.xii*
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P ro o f: If dx =  d2, then Vmuma =  Vma,,a and VKa,Xl =  So,
|Kbi,*sI =  IKr,(r , |  >  |V.S,8J| =  1^3,«»I “ d  we " «  done- Hence, we may 
assume th a t dx > d2. In this case, if we can prove that
y*i,s3 — (5)
and
âtSi»i ^  (®)
then |K 1(ej| >  |Ksi,*al >  |^*a,eil >  |V*s,*il we are done. So, it is 
sufficient to prove (5) and (6).
We treat (5) first. Suppose that d2 — 0. Let u> € VXltK]. Then
d(xi,tu) <  d(x2,w)  < d( z2,w)  +  d(x2, z 3) =  d(x3,u;),
which implies th a t w G VSe,,*3* Hence, VmifXa C Vrii, 3. So, we may assume 
th a t d2 >  0. Since d2 < dx and d2 < d3, VXltXi n  V ( T ( z 2tz 0)) ~  0 and 
VXl,BaD V ( T ( z 3, z 0)) =  0. So, if W € VXliXa,
d(x i,w ) <  d(*2 , « 0  =  d{z2, x 0) +  d(x„,v))
=  d2 + d ( x 0,w)  < d(x3, x 0) + d(x0iw) -  d{z3,w),
which implies tha t w G VXljta. Hence VXltXi C VXuZa, and (5) follows.
Now we show that VXa,Xl C V*,,*,. Recall that dx > d2. If w G VXSfXl H 
V{T{z 3, z 0)), then
d(x2,w)  =  d { z 2, x 0 ) + d ( z 0, w )
< d ( z x , x 0 ) 4- rf(x0,u>) =  d ( x x , w ) .
Hence, w G VX3iXi. It follows that
Ktj,*! n  V(T(x3,s „)) c  FXj)I1, (7)
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If w 6 V«„.1 n (V (T )\ V (r(* 3 ,* 0))), then
d(x2yw) < d{x2yx0) +  d(x0,w)
< d(x3yx0) + d(xoyw)
=  d(x3yw) < d(x3yw).
Hence, iv € VXj<Xt. It follows that
^ - . , . 1  n  (V(T)  \  v ( r ( * 3,* 0))) c  v „ ,e i. (8)
Combining (7) and (8 ), we conclude that 
This completes the proof. ■
Lemma 4.1.5. Let T,  Xj (i =  0,1,2,3), and dy — d(x0 ,x ;) (i — 1,2,3) be 
as in Lemma 4.1.3. I f  dj — d2 < d3y then \VXjtX3\ > \VX3fX3\ i f  and only i f
IKlxJ > \vX3,*,).
Proof: Since d\ =  d2y VXl<X3 =  VX3iX3 and VX3tXl = VX3tX3. The assertion
follows. ■
Theorem  4.1.1. Let D be an oriented graph of order k. I f  D is (n ,n , Jfe)- 
realizable by a tree o f  order n, then D is transitive.
Proof: Suppose that D  is (n,n,&)-realizable by the tree T  of order n.
By abuse of notation, we may regard V{D)  as the set of candidates in T.
Suppose that x y yyz  € A(D). Then \VXiV\ -  | |  > 0 and -
\VZtV\ > 0. To show that D is transitive, it suffices to show r :  € A(D), i.e., 
Iv ^ l- iV z .x l > o.
Consider the subgraph of T  induced by paths from x to y and from ,r to 




Let dx =  dT(*,tu), dy =  dx(y,u>), and dz =  dx(z ,u ;). Since |Vy,i| > 
|Vr,y|, by Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.5, neither dz < min{dx,dy} nor dz = dx < dy 
nor dx =  0. Thus, one of the following relations among dxt dy, and dz occurs:
(i) dy < mm{dj,,dz};
(ii) dx <
(m) dx =  dy ^  dZj
(ivJ dz =  dy dx.
But by Lemmas 4.1.3, 4.1.4, and 4.1.5, each of (i) - (iv) implies that 
\VXtt \ > \VZiK\, that is, xz £ A(D), >
T h eo rem  4.1.2. Let D be an oriented graph of order k which is (n ,n ,k)-  
realizable by a tree T  of  order n. Then xy £ A(D) if  and only i f  one of the 
following statements holds:
(a) dT(x ,Cd( T ) ) < d T(y,Cd{T));
(b) I f  dT(x,Cd(T)) =  dr{x ,c) =  dT{y,c) =  dT(y,Cd{T)) for some c in 
Cd(T), let w be the vertex on the shortest path from x to y in T  so that 
dr(®,ut) = dr(y,u>). Then
|V’{r(.r,tt'))| > |V’(r(i/,u*))|. {9)
Proof: By abuse of notation, we may regard V(D) as the set of candi­
dates in T. We prove the “ if” part first. Let ®, y £ V{D ).
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Suppose that statement (a) holds. Let c and c' be the centroid vertices 
of T  so that dr (x,c) =  dT{x,Cd{T)) and d r(y ,c ')  =  d^r{y%Cd{T)). Let 
Cji C2 , • • •, C, be the components of T  — c. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that y e  V(C,).  Since for any w g V(T) \  V(C,),
dT{xfw) < dx(x,c) + dr{c,w)  <  d r(y ,c) +  d7>(c,tw) =  dr(y» tt>),
V*ty 2  V(T) \  V(Ct ). Thus, vVlt C V(CM).
If c — c', then let z  € V (Cf) be adjacent to c. Clearly 2  is not a centroid 
vertex of T , and hence 6 (2 ) > 6 (c). Moreover, it is easy to check (analogous 
to the proof of Lemma 4.1.1) that b(z) =  |V"(C7<)| +  1. So,
|V ., | > £  |V(<7,)I + 1  =  Hz) > *(c) > |V(C.)| > |V ,,.|.
1 = 1
This implies that xy  G A(V).
If c ^  c', then c' € V(C,)  since y G V(C,). So,
d r(x ,c r) =  d r(x ,c) +  d r(c ,c ') < dy(y,c') + 1 ,
i.e., </t(*)C') < dr(y ,cr). This implies that cr VVtX and hence V(Ct ).
By Lemma 4.1.1, \VmJ  > £ £ ’ |V(C7<)I +  1 > *(<0 and \Vv,x \ < \V(C.)\ < 
6 (c). So, \VXty\ — \VVtX \ > 0, and consequently xy  € A(D).
So, statement (a) implies that xy  G A{D).
Suppose that x  and y satisfy (b). Then VZlV =  F(T(x,ty)) and Vy,x = 
V(T(y,w)).  So, ^ (T tx .w ))! > |V'(T(y,w))l implies that |Fr ,y| -  |Vyil.| > 0 . 
That is, xy  G A(D).
We now prove the “only if” part.
Let xy  G A{D ). Suppose that neither (a) nor (b) holds. Note that, by 
the “if” part above, dT{x, Cd(T)) > dr(y,Cd(T))  implies that yx  G A(D ),
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a contradiction to xy  € A(D). So, we may assume that dr(x,Cd(T)) = 
dr(j/> Cd(T)). Again by the “if” part above, we need only treat the following 
two cases:
(i) c) =  dT{y,c) for some c € Cd(T) and the inequality in (9) is 
equality;
(ii) dr(a:,c) =  d7>(y,c'), where {c,cf} =  Cd(T) and c ^  c'.
In case (i), as in the proof of (b) above, we have V,tV =  Vr(T’(a:,u»)), 
and Vy,x =  V (r(t/,to)). So, |V'(T(®,w))| =  |V(r(j/,u>))| implies that |Vi.,y| -  
|Vy)S| =  0. That is, xy & A(D), a contradiction to xy  e  A(D). Therefore, 
case (ii) must occur. Then x and y lie in distinct components of T  — cc\ By 
Lemma 4.1.2, IV(T(x, cc'))| =  |F (r (y , cc'))|. Note that Vm,v =  V(T{x,cc’)) 
and VVtX =  V(T(y,cc')). S o \Vx,y\ - \V y,x \ =  |F (T (® ,cc ')) |- |F (r(y ,cc ')) | =  0 
which implies that xy £ A(D), a contradiction to xy  € A(D). So, either (a) 
or (b) must hold. ■
Theorem  4.1.3. If  an oriented graph D of  order k is (n ,n , k)-realizable by 
a tree T  of order n, then D has no induced anti-directed path of length 3.
Proof: Suppose that there is an induced anti-directed path P  of length
3 between vertices x and w. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
the arcs of P  are xy, zy, zw (see Fig. 4.1.3), for some vertices y and z.
o > n  u > 0
x y w z
Fig. 4.1.3
First, we claim that d;r(x,c) =  dr(y ,c) = dr(z ,c)  =  dr(ic,c) for some
c 6 Cd(T). To see this, note that by Theorem 4.1.2 since there are no arcs
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in D  between x and z, y  and to, and x and to, respectively, 
dT(x,Cd(T)) =  dT(z,Cd(T)), 
dT(y, Cd{T )) =  dT{ to, C ^T )), and 
dT(*,Cd( r ) )  =  d rK C 7d(T)).
If C'rf(T) =  {c}, our claim follows. Suppose Cd(T)  =  {c, c'} where c ^  c'. 
By Lemma 4.1.2, the two components of T  — cc' have the same size. Since 
xy € A(D), Theorem 4.1.2 implies that x and y  are in the same component 
of T  — cc'. Similarly, yz  6 A(D)  (respectively, zw € A(D)) implies that y 
and z (repectively, z and to) are in the same component of T  — cc'. It follows 
that x, y, z, and to are in the same component of T  — cc', say the component 
of T  — cc' containing c. Then
dT(x,c ) =  dT(y,c) =  dT(z,c) = dT(to,c).
It follows from this that, for each v 6 {y, z,to}, there is a vertex to*,, 
on the shortest path between x and v so that wxv is at equal distance to 
x and v in T. Let T(x,tox„) and T(v ,wxv) be the components of T  — 
toxv containing x and u, respectively. By Theorem 4.1.2, xy G A{D) im­
plies that |V(T,(x,toStf))| > |V’(T’(y,teXy))|. Hence, by Theorem 4.1.2 again, 
since there is no arc between x and to and no arc between y and to, to $ 
F fT tx ^ x y JJU  V (r(y ,toxp)), and hence wxw ^  wxy. Note that V (r(x ,ioxy)) 
and V(T(y,toxy)) are contained in V(T(x, «>*„,)). Since ,rti',u>.r £  .4(£>), 
by Theorem 4.1.2, |V(T(x,toxtl.))| =  |V’(7’(u»,toxu.))|. But zw € A{D),  so 
z #  V'(Tl(x,toiI.u,))U  V"(T(to,toxu,)). Now consider to*.. Either to*. = to,,,, or 
to** ^  wxw. In the first case, zw £ A{D), which implies, by Theorem 4.1.2, 
that |VXT(z,toxt„))| > |V(T(ui,u'XUf))| =  IV^l^x,!!)*,®))!. So, by Theorem
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4.1.2, zx E A(D), a  contradiction. In the second case, zw E A(D)  implies 
that |V(r(z,to**))| > |F(T(t«,w*a))|. But T(w,wxx) = T(x ,wpx), so, by 
Theorem 4.1.2 again, zx E A{D)> a contradiction.
The proof is complete. ■
D efin ition  4.1.1. Let D  be a connected digraph. Then D is said to
be bipartionable if there exist two subdigraphs D\  and D? satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) V(D)  =  V{Dt ) \ jV { D i )  and V(D 1)C\V(D2) = 0; and
(2) for any E V(Di)  (t =  1,2), t>|t?2 E A(D).
In such a case we write D  =  J5i =t> D2,
For any vertex * of a digraph D , let 0(x)  =  {v € V(D)  : xv € A{D)} 
and I(x)  = {v E V (D ) : vx E A(D)}.  Set dp(*) =  |0(a:)| and dp(x)  =  
|/(*)|.
L em m a 4.1.0. Let D be a connected transitive digraph of order at least 
2 without an induced anti-directed path of length 3. I f  x i ,* 2, • • • ,se*. are 
vertices of  D with djy(xi) = 0, then OiLi 0(xi)  0.
Proof: Suppose that Plf=i <?(**) =  0. Clearly, O(xj) ^  0 since iFfl?)! >
2. So, k > 2. Pick p E {1,2,*- • , k  — 1} so that ^  ® hut
flf=i C(xj) =  0. Then by the transitivity of D, there are no arcs between 
PI?-, O M  and 0 ( x p+ j). Let v  E 0 ( x p+J). Since t> £ f)?=i <2{:r,), there 
exists j  E {1,2, ■ • • ,p} such that there is no arc between xj  and i\
If there exists xq (1 < q < p, q ^  j )  so that. xqi' E A{D), then for 
some u E 0 ( x j ) f ) 0 ( x q), {{®j,u,®9,r}) is an anti-directed path of length
3, a  contradiction to the hypothesis. So, we may assume that XiV & A(D),
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for all t € {1,2,• • • ,p}. Since D  is connected, there exists u» G V (D ) \  
(fl<=i 0 (® i)(J0 (* ji+ i)U {*ii*J> ‘ 1 • >̂ p+i}) 80 w utwv G A{D). It fol­
lows that ({ti,u>, v,*p+|}} is an anti-directed path of length 3, a contradic­
tion. This completes the proof. >
Lemma 4.1.7. Let D be a connected transitive digraph without an induced 
anti-directed path of length 3, and let Xi,X2 , ■ • • ,Xfc be all the vertices of
D with <£(*,) =  0 (1 < i < k). Then D  =  (V(D) \  H?=1 0(*i)) =*
( n l ,
Proof! Set C — O f ., By Lemma 4.1.6, C ^  0, so pick v £ C
so that XiV G A(D)  for all t G {1,2, ••*,&}. By the transitivity of jD, there 
is no arc from C to U*=1 O(au) \  C. Suppose that there is v G C  and 
u G U!U 0 ( x i) \  C joined by no arc. Since u G, there are i, j  bo that 
XiU G A(D)  but XjU $ A(D). Then is an anti-directed path
of length 3, a contradiction. So, for any v G C and u G Ui=i 0 ( x i) \  C, 
uv G A{D).
Let Y  =  V (D ) \  (UiLi 0(*i)U{®j,X 2 »* • • Then the subdigraph
{Y ) is transitive. This fact implies that there exists w G Y  so that d^(u> ) =
0. Note that, by the transitivity of D t there is no vertex z in V{D) \  Y  so 
that zw G A{D). So d^(w) =  0, a contradiction to the maximality of k. 
Hence, Y  =  0. This completes the proof. 1
Theorem  4.1.4. Let D be a transitive digraph of order k without an induced 
anti-directed path of length 3. Then for somen greater than k, D is (»,»,&)• 
realizable by a tree of  order n.
P roo f: We use induction on |V(D)|.
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If |V(D)j =  1* the result is obviously true. Suppose that the result holds 
for such a digraph of order Jb — 1 >  1. Let |F(Z?)| =  k. As D  is transitive 
it contains at least one vertex x with dp(x) = 0. Let C  =  
where xj,X2 ,***,xm are all vertices of D  with djp(x{) =  0 (» =  1,2,--*,to). 
D  =  {V (D )\C )*>  (C) by Lemma 4.1.7. Since |V (D )\C \  and \C\ are each 
less than Jb and since both (V(D) \  C) and (C) are transitive and neither 
contains an induced anti-directed path of length 3, the induction hypothesis 
implies that there exists a tree T\ realizing (V(D) \  C) and a tree Tj realizing 
(C). Without loss of generality we may assume that both 7j and Tz have 
a single centroid vertex, say cj and cj, respectively. Pick a vertex x from 
V(Ti) so that d^ZfC]) =  max{dTl(v,cj) : v  € F (7 i)} . Let T  be the tree 
obtained from Tj and Tz by joining x to c3 by an edge and adjoining | V(Ta)( 
additional new vertices each adjacent to c3. It is easy to check that Cj is the 
only centroid vertex of T. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1.2, T  realizes D. ■
The next result follows immediately from Theorems 4.1.1, 4.1.3, and 
4.1.4.
T h eo rem  4.1.6. Let D  be an oriented graph o f order k. Then D is (n, n, Jb)- 
realizabJe by a tree o f order n  greater than k i f  and only i f  D  is transitive 
and contains no induced anti-directed path of length 3.
N ote : The condition that n is greater than Jb in Theorem 4.1.5 is nec­
essary. The digraph D  shown in Fig. 4.1.4 illustrates this point. Clearly, 
D  is transitive and contains no induced anti- directed paths of length 3. By 
checking each tree of order 5, one can verify that none realizes D. So, D  is 




§2. R ealiza tion  num bers
For a positive integer n, let T n be the family of oriented graphs of 
order n  which are realizable by trees. For any D  € F n, D  is said to be m- 
realizable if D  is realizable by a tree of order m. The realization number of 
D, denoted a(D ), is the smallest integer m for which D  is m-realizable. Let 
<*(^n) =  max{a{D) : D  € T n}. The following questions arise naturally:
(1) For special D  € Tn,  determine a(D)  explicitly or find bounds for
a(D).
(2) Determine ot{Tn) explicitly or find bounds for a ^ n ) .
To solve these two problems, an interesting family of oriented graphs will 
be introduced, an explicit formula for a{Tn) will be derived in this section.
An exhaustive examination of all digraphs of small orders yielded the di­
graphs listed in Table 1 (on page 108) as those with the maximum realization 
number for each order n  < 7. The labels on the vertices in the trees are to 
indicate the candidate vertices corresponding to the vertices in the digraphs.
Table 1 suggests the following family of digraphs whose realization num­
bers attain the maximum values.
For a positive integer n, let Hn be the oriented graph defined recursively 
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To simplify the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, we label all vertices of Hn as
1 ,2 ,"•,?>  so that A(Hn) = {tj  : i > j  and n — t =  l(m od 2)} U {21}. 
Examples of labeled Hn (n < 7) are given in the second column of Table 1.
In order to determine a (Jfn), a tree of the smallest possible order will 
be constructed to realize H n.
For a given tree To and Co € V(7o), define a sequence of trees {Pt^(Tb; t) : 
* > 0} and a sequence of vertices {cj : t > 0}, where W(To;0) =  To, 
according to the following rules: For k > 1,
(i) W(To;2fc —1) is obtained from two vertex-disjoint copies of W(Tq\ 2k — 
2) by adding a new vertex c* adjacent to exactly the two copies of c*_i 
(see Fig. 4.2.1 (a));
(ii) W { T o ’, 2 k )  is obtained from copies of W ( T o \ 2 k  — 1) and W { T o ' , 2 k  — 2 )  by 
adding a new vertex adjacent to the copy of the vertex c&_i in W { T o ’, 2 k — 
2) and by adding an edge connecting the copy of c* in W { T o ] 2 k  — 1) 




From the construction of the sequence of trees {W(To;i) : i > 0}, it is 
easy to verify the following observations:
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(1) for any k  > 1, W(Tq',k )  has only one centroid vertex; W ( T Q\ 2 k  — 1) - c* 
contains exactly two identical components, each a copy of W ( T 0 ', 2 k  —2 ) ,  
while W ( T o \ 2 k )  — c* contains exactly three components, two of which 
are identical and a third one which has one more vertex than the other 
two identical components.
(2) \ V ( W ( T o ; 2 k ) ) \  = Z \ V { W { T [ i \ 2 k  — 2))| +  2 and
\ V ( W ( T n \ 2 k  -  1))| =  2 \ V { W { T f j \ 2 k  -  2))| +  1.
(3) |V(tV(r„;2*))| =  3‘ ( |V (r0) l + l ) - l  and
\ V ( W ( T , - , 2 k  -  1))| =  2 ■ 3‘-*(|V(r„)| + 1) -  1.
Of course, as explicitly seen in (3), for any positive integer n , the order 
of tree W(T0;n) is a function of the order of the initial tree T0.
Now consider the oriented graph Hn, which was defined above, when 
n  =  2 k  +  1 (fc > 1). Let A  denote the path of length three shown in Fig. 
4.2.2(a). Let ao,&o £ V { y V { A \  1)) lie in the same component of W ( A \  1) — Cj 
so that dty^.j)(ao,C]) =  dw(>4;i)(&otci) = 2. Let a,- G V { W ( A \ i ) )  be in the 
component of W ( A ' , i )  — Cfi-j not containing Oj (0 < j  < i  — 1) so that
^ w u io K '^ r i i )  =  Tgl + 1*
In W { A \ 2 k  — 1) consider the set {ao,6oia i>• • * as the set of candi­
date. Then by Theorem 4.1.2, it is straightforward, but tedious, to check 
that W { A \ 2 k  — 1) realizes a digraph isomorphic to Hn — Lfjfc+j. Also, by 
observation (3),
\ V ( W ( A ; 2 k  -  1))| -  2 • 3 ^ ( |F ( A ) |  +  1) -  1 
= 2 • 3 ^  . 5  -  1 = 10 • 3 ^  -  1.
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Fig. 4.2.2
So, for odd n, H n is realizable by a tree of order 10 • — 1 . By
observation (1) above, the tree W " ( A \  2 k  — 1 ) obtained from W ( A \  2 k  — 1 ) by 
replacing the path of length two which contains centroid vertex c* as interior 
vertex with a single edge connecting the two ends of that path is also a tree 
that realizes Hn; moreover
\ V ( W * ( A \  2 k  -  1))| =  |V { W ( A ' ,  2 k  -  1 ))| - 1  =  1 0 - 3 ^  _  2. 
Therefore, the following result follows:
R em ark  4.2.1. For any odd integer n  (n > 3), Hn is (lO-S^T2 —2)-rea/izaWe.
Next consider Hn when n = 2k (k > 2). Let A  denote the tree of 
order 7 shown in Fig. 4.2.2 (b). Let ao,bo,d0 € F(W (j4;1)) be in the 
same component of W(j4;1) — cj so that d|y(^;i)(ao,cI ) =  =
^»V(>iii)(^o*Ci) =  2. For t >  l ,  let a* be the vertex of W(A;  i), defined as in 
the case w henn =  2fc +  l .  In W{A',2k — 3) consider the set {ao,6o,do ,a i,---, 
ojfc-3 } as the set of candidates. Then by Theorem 4.1.2, it is straightforward, 
but tedious, to check that the tree W ( A ; 2k — 3) realizes a digraph isomorphic 
to Hn =  # 2 *. Also, by observation (3),
\ V ( W { A ;  2 k  -  3))| =  2 • + 1 ) -  1
=  2  • 3 ^  • 8 -  1 =  16 • 3 ^  -  1 .
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So, Hn is (16 • 3 ^  _  l)-realizable. By observation (1) above, the tree 
W*(A;2k — 3) obtained from W{A\2k  — 3) by replacing the path of length 
two which contains centroid vertex c^-i as interior vertex with a single edge 
connecting the two ends of that path is also a tree that realizes Hn. Moreover,
|V ( W m{A; 2k -  3))| =  \V{W(A; 2k -  3))| -  1 =  16 • 3 ^  -  2.
R em ark  4.2.2. For any even integer n  (n > 4), Hn is (16 • 3 * ^  — 2)- 
realizable.
An obvious observation from Theorem 4.1.2 is the following:
R em ark  4.2.3. Let D be a disconnected digraph. I f  D is realizable by a tree 
T, then all vertices of D in T  have the same distance to Cd(T). Moreover, if  
Cd(T) = {c} and each component o f T  — c contains a vertex of D, then all 
components o f T  — c have the same order.
Lem m a 4.2.1. I f  D  is m-realizable by a tree T, then D is (to +  l)-realizable 
by a tree which contains exactly one centroid vertex.
P roof: If T  contains a single centroid vertex c, then let T* be the tree
obtained from T  by adding a new vertex to c. Then T* still realizes D and 
|V ( r * ) |  = |V'(T’)! +  1 =  to +  1. So, we may assume that T  contains two 
centroid vertices c\ and C2 . It is well known that cjcj is an edge of T  (see
[13]), and that T  — C1 C2 contains two components of the same order. Let 
T'  denote the tree obtained from T  by deleting the edge C1C2 and adjoining 
two new edges c'ci and c'c2 , where c' is a new vertex. Then c* is the only 
centroid vertex of T 1, T ’ still realizes D  (by Theorem 4.1.2), and |V'(jT')| = 
\V(T)\ + 1 =  to +  1. ■
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L em m a 4.2.2. Let D be a disconnected digraph with components D i ,D 2, 
• • •, Dk- I f  T  is a tree realizing D, then for some centroid vertex c and for 
each i (1 < t < k), there exists a component Ci o fT  — c containing all vertices 
of  Di and so that |V(Ci)| <
P roof: Since D  is disconnected, by Remark 4.2.3, all vertices of D  in T
are equal distance to Ca(T).
Case 1: If |(7,((T)| =  2, let Cd(T) = {ci,C2 }> Note that T  — c\cj contains 
exactly two components T(ci,ciC2 ) and T(c2ta c 2) with |V(T(ci,cjC2 ))| = 
| r ( r ( c 2,c ,c2))|. So, by Theorem 4.1.2, the connectivity of implies that 
V(Di) must be contained in one of T(ci,ciC2 ) and T(c2tcic2)t say T(ci,cjC2 ). 
Then |V’(T (ci,c1c2))| =  ||V (T )|. Thus, T(cj,cjC2 ) is as required.
Case 2: If \Cd{T)\ = 1, let Cd{T) = {c}. Pick two adjacent vertices * and
y in Di (i.e., xy  € V{Di) or yx  6 V(Di)). Suppose that T(x,c) ^  T(y,c). 
Then by Theorem 4.1.2,
in r ( * ,c ) ) |# |F ( r ( j , ,c ) ) | .  (i)
Pick a vertex z in Dj  where j  ^  i. If T(z,c) =  T(x,c), it follows from 
(1) that |F(T(y,c))| ^  |F (T (z,c))|. By Theorem 4.1.2 again, y is adjacent 
to z, a contradiction to the fact that y and z are in different components 
of D. If T (z f c) T(x,c), since z is not adjacent to x in D, by Theorem
4.1,2, |F (T(x,c))| = |F (T(z,c))|. Hence, by (1), |V (r(y ,c))| #  \V(T(z,c))\. 
That is, by Theorem 4.1.2 again, z is adjacent to y, again a contradiction. 
Therefore, T(x,c) = T(y, c). Consequently, any vertex y adjacent to x in D 
is in T(x,c). Applying the same analysis to each vertex adjacent to y, we 
conclude that any vertex of Di is in T(x,c) since Di is connected.
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Let C  be the component of T  — c so that bw(c) =  \V{C)\ (C  might be 
T(*,c)). Since c is the only centroid vertex of T, By Lemma 4.1.1,
|v<r)| -  |v(C)| > M<0 = |v(o)|,
i.e., 2 |F(C )| < |V (r)|. But 2|V(T(*,c))| < 2 |F (C )|. So, |V(T(«,c))| < 
j |V ( r ) |.  Therefore, T(x,c)  is as required. I
L em m a 4.2.3. Let D be a disconnected digraph realized by a tree T  of the 
smallest possible order with a single centroid vertex c. Then each component 
o f T ~ c  contains a vertex of D.
P roof: Since D is disconnected, by Remark 4.2.3, for any x ,y  E V(D), 
dT(x t c) =  dr{y,c).
Let S  =  {u : d r(u ,x ) — dr(u ,y),for all € V(D)}. Pick a vertex 
w E S  so that , for x 6 V(i>),
dy(x,w) = mm{dr(®,it) : u E 5}.
By the choice of to, at least two components of T  — to contain a vertex of 
D. Let Ci, C21 • • *, Ck {k > 2) be all components of T — to, each of which 
contains a vertex of D. Note that all vertices of D are in UjLjV^Ci). Since 
D  is disconnected, by Theorem 4.1.2, for any i , j  E { 1 , 2 , - ,k } , C{ and Cj 
have the same order. The subtree induced by (Uje_ 1F(C'i))U{to}, denoted by 
T *, has a single centroid vertex to. By Theorem 4.1.2 again, T* realizes D. 
Since |F(T*)j < |V(2^)| and T  is of the smallest order, T * =  T . Therefore, 
to =  c and hence each component of T  — c contains a vertex of D. ■
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Theorem  4.2.1. For any integer n with n > 3,
f n \  f 10 * 3 * ^  — 2, i f  n  ts odd,
( 16 • 3 ^  — 2, i f  n  ts even.
Proof: Assume that 2fn is labeled as before.
(1) Suppose that n  is odd. Let 7j (Hn) denote the set of trees which realize
Hn and contain exactly one centroid vertex. Pick a tree G 7 j(ifn) so
that
IVtTi1))! =  m tn{|V(T)| : T  G T ,(ifn)}.
Let cn be the centroid vertex of T „ \  By Lemma 4.2.1, to show a(H n) > 
10 • 3 ^  — 2, it suffices to show
IK tri1*)! > io - 3 ^  - i .
This is done by induction on odd n.
If n =  3, it is easy to check that there does not exist a tree of order less 
than 9, with a single centroid vertex, which realizes Hn. Thus, > 9.
Suppose that the result is true for Hn- 2. Note that Hn is disconnected 
with exactly two components {n} and {n — 1} =$■ Hn- 2 . So, by Lemmas
4.2.2 and 4.2.3, — cn contains exactly two components T (n ,cn) and
T(n — 1, cn). Since there are no arcs between n and n — 1, by Theorem 4.1,2, 
|V (T(n,cn))| =  |V(!T(n — l ,c n))|. Note that T{n — l ,c n) is a tree realizing 
the digraph Hn — n. Let cn_j be the vertex in T(n  — l ,c n) adjacent to c„. 
Then T(n — l ,c n) — cn_i contains at least two components each of which 
contains a vertex of D. For otherwise, let w and T* be the vertex and the 
subtree of T(n  — l ,c n) defined as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.3. Let T  be the 
tree obtained from T* and a copy of T* by adding a new vertex v adjacent to
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cn_i and the copy of cn- i-  Take a vertex in the copy of T*, which is a copy 
of a vertex of D, as the vertex n. Then the resulting tree T  realizes D  and 
contains a single centroid vertex v. But |V(T)| <  |F(TnJ^)|. This contradicts 
the minimality of
Let C(i) be the component of T(n  — l ,c n) — cn_j containing the vertex 
i of Hn — n. Since T(n — l , c n) — cn_j contains at least two components each 
of which contains a vertex of I?, there is a vertex j  € {1 ,2 ,••• ,n  — 2} so that 
C (j) C(n  — 1). Note that there is no arc between n  — 2 and j .  So, by 
Theorem 4.1.2 and the fact that C (j)  is not equal to C(n — 1), C(n — 2) is 
not equal to C(n — 1).
Case 1: If <7(n — 3) =  C(n — 2), then since for any t € {1,2, — 4},
(n—3)t G A(Hn), but neither (n —2)i nor t(n —2) is in A(H n)> C(i) = C (n—2). 
Thus, T(n  — l ,c rt) — cn_i contains exactly two components C(n — 1) and 
C(n — 2). (see Fig. 4.2.3 (a)). By the minimality of IV^Tn1*)!,
| V ( C ( n - l ) ) |  =  | V ( C ( n - 2 ) ) | + l .
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.2.3
By Lemma 4.2.1, a(Zfn_ 2 ) > |V’( T ^ 2 )I “  where is a tree of the
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smallest order in Ti{Hn- 2). So,
|V(Ti*>)| = 2\V{T(n -  l tCn))| + 1
> 2 (2 |V (C (n -2 ) ) | +  2) +  l  
> 4o(lT „_ j) +  5 
>  4 ( |V '(r i1-,J )l - 1 )  +  5  
> 3 |F (7 ’<‘_’j )I+ 2 .
Case 2: If n  — 3 £  V (C (n  — 2)), then neither (n — 2)(n — 3) nor (n — 3)(n — 2) 
in A(H n) implies that \V{C{n -  2))| =  jV(C(n — 3))|. Since \V(C(n  — 1))| >
|V (C (n  — 2))|, n — 3 is not in C(n — 1), Note that the vertex n — 2 is not 
adjacent to t, but (n -  3)i e  A{Hn), for any i  € {1,2, • • • ,n  -  4}. So, by 
Theorem 4.1.2, i  € C(n — 3), for any t € {1,2, • ■ ■ ,n  — 4}. It follows that 
T(n — l ,c n) — cn- 1 contains exactly three components C(n  — 1), C(rt — 2), 
and C(n  — 3) (see Fig. 4.2.3 (b)). By the minimality of
\V(C(n -  1))| =  \V(C(n  -  2))| +  1 =  \V{C{n -  3))| +  1.
Note that the tree T ’n_2 obtained from T{n  — l ,c n) by deleting C(n — 1) is 
in T\{jETn_2). It is easy to see that
|v(ri‘»)| > 2[|V(r;_2)| + i(|v (T ;.2)| + ij] + 1
=  3 |v ( r ;_ 2)| +  2
> 3 H '(T “i 2)| +  2, 
where is a tree of smallest order in Ti(H n- 2).
Hence, each case yields iFfTn1*)! ^  3 | ) |  +  2. By induction hy­
pothesis,
|V (r4a>)| > (3(10 • -  1) +  2
=  10 - 3 ^  - 3  + 2 
=  1 0 - 3 ^  - 1 .
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Therefore, a(H n) > 10 * 3"* — 2. By Remark 4.2.1,
ct(Hn) =  10 • 3 ^  _  2.
(2) Similar analysis can be applied for the case when n is even. ■
L em m a 4.2.4. Let D = D\ U D% be realizable by a tree. Then
max {3a(Z?i) +  3}, if D; is disconnectedl<t<2 '
(*' =  1,2),j
^max {-a(.Di U {*<})}, if Di is connected
<*(D) < ~ (* =  1,2),
maa:{3a(Z?i) +  3, ^ct(Dj U {*j})}, if Di is disconnected
and Dj is connected,
1 < *,J <  2, * ^  j ,
where Xi i s  a vertex not in V{D), for i  = 1,2.
P roo f: Case 1: Suppose that Di is disconnected for i =  1,2. Let Tj be
a tree of order oc(Di) +  1 with a single centroid vertex Ci so that T, realizes 
D{. By Remark 4.2.3, all vertices of D{ are at equal distance to c*. Denote 
this distance by d{.
For t =  1,2, let k = 2, if i =  1, and k =  1, if t =  2. Let T  be the tree 
obtained from Tj and Ti by joinning cj to C2 by a path of length |cfe — dj | +  1 
and adding o vertices and 0  vertices at c< and c*, respectively, where
n i e l l i  -  |V(7S)I -  (d„ -  d,), if i , < d t h  |V (7 i) | <  |V (r * ) |,
I r t l ^ n j l l  -  (rffc -  di ) ,  «  d i< d k k  |V (T ,) | >  |V (T .) |
and
' r f l ^ ( r * ) l l ,  \ id i< d „  and |V ( r ,) |  <  |V ( n ) | ,
. |V (T1)| -  LJ|V(T»)1J, if d, < d„ and |V(T.)| > |V (T .) |.
The number [x"| (or |x j ) is the least (respectively, greatest) integer greater 
(respectively, smaller) than or equal to x. The tree shown in Fig. 4.2.4 
illustrates the case when d\ < rfj and |F (7 i) | < |V(Tj)|.
Let c be the vertex on the path joining ci to cj which is adjacent to c*. 
Then by the construction of T, c and c* are centroid vertices of T. Also, all 
vertices of D = D\ U D j are at equal distance to Cd{T). By Theorem 4.1.2, 
it can be verified that T  realizes D. Moreover, by calculating |V'(!T')| in each 
case,
a(D) < |V(T*)| < m w  {3|V (r,)|}
= ^ 2{3(«(i?i) +  1)}




Case 2: Suppose that D{ is connected for * =  1,2. Let T* be a tree of order
ct{Di U {*i}) so that realizes Di U {*»}, where V{D). By Lemma
4.2.2 applied to Di U {*j}, there exists a  component T, of T* — c* containing 
all vertices of Di, where c* e  Cd(T*). Moreover,
|V(r,)| < l|v(r;)|. (2)
Let Ci € V’(Tj) be adjacent to cj in T*. Let T  be the tree constructed as in
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Case 1. Then T  realizes D. By (2),
a(D) < \V(T)\ <  {3|V(!T,)|}
< max{?|F(in|}
~  l<i<2 2 1 ' ,u
= u  {**»}■
Case 3: Suppose that only one of Di and D2 is connected. Combining the
two cases above, we can obtain the required result.
This completes the proof. I
Note that the tree T 1 obtained from the tree T  constructed above by 
adding a new vertex to ci realizes the digraph D = D\ => D2. Thus, the 
next Remark 4.2.4 follows immediately.
R em ark  4.2.4. Let D = D2 =** D2 be realizable by a tree. Then
max {3a(i?i) + 4}, if Di is disconnected1<»<2 v ' 1
(i =  1,2),
3
max { -a (D i  U {®,}) + 1}, if Di is connectedi<*<2 2 '
(t =  1,2),
max{Z<x(Di) ■+■ 4, |a (D j  U {*j}) +  1}, if Di is disconnected
and Dj is connected,
1 — *)i ^  2 , t ^  j ,  
where Zi is a vertex not in V(D), for i = 1,2.
L em m a 4.2.5. Let D = {«} U D2 (respectively D  =  {«} =► D2, D =
D2 =$■ {u})> where D2 is a disconnected digraph. I f  T2 is a tree with a single 
centroid vertex c, which realizes D2 and is of the smallest order, then there 
exists a tree T  which realizes D and is o f order
|V(T)| < ^ | V ( r 2)| -  1
(respectively, |V (r)) < -  i  +  1,
|v < r ) |< i ± V ( 7 i ) i - i - i ) ,
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where k  is the number o f components o f  T-j — c.
P roo f: Let C i , C2 , • ■ •, Ck be the components of J 2 — c and let a  be the
vertex of Ci adjacent to c (1  < i < A). By Remark 4.2.3, each component of 
T2 — c contains at least one vertex of D2. Moreover, the disconnectedness of 
D2 implies, by Theorem 4.1.2, that any two components of T? — c have the 
same order. Hence, |V(<7*)| =  -̂(|V"(Tj*)| — 1 ) ( 1  < t < Ar). Let T  be the tree 
obtained from T2 and a copy of Cj by adding an edge connecting c to the 
copy of c j. This second copy of C\ in T  is denoted by Ck+i (see Fig. 4.2.5). 
Denote a vertex of Ck+i which is a copy of a vertex of D2 by u. Consider the 
vertices of T2 which represent vertices of D2, together with u, as the set of 
candidates, and consider V(T) as the set of voters. Then by Theorem 4.1.2 
again, T  realizes D = {u}(JI?2 . Clearly,
|K (r)| < |K(7i)| +  jd K tr ,)! - 1 )  < ^ - i - V ( r , ) |  -
k+1
Fig. 4.2.5
If D = {«} => D i (respectively, D = D2 => {«}), let T  be the tree
obtained from the tree constructed above by adding a new vertex adjacent to 
the vertex of Ck+i which is a copy of cj (respectively, deleting an end vertex 
of Ck+1 ). Hence, T  is as required. I
Every tree constructed in the previous lemmas contains a single centroid 
vertex. So, one can always assume that such a tree contains a single centroid 
vertex whenever those lemmas are used.
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T heorem  4.2.2. For any D  € T n,
• M S :
— 2, i f  n is even
3“** — 2, i f  n  is odd.
P roo f: The proof is by induction on n.
It is easy to check Table 1 to see that the inequality holds for n = 
1 , 2 ,3,4. Suppose that the result is true for any D  € Tk (4 < Jb < n — 1 ). 
Let D € J-n- By Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.3, D  is transitive and contains no 
anti-directed path of length 3.
First of all, consider the case when n is even. Note that n > 6 .
Case A: Suppose that D  is connected. By Lemma 4.1.7, D = D-x =>
for some subdigraphs D\ and Dx of D. Let n* — |F(Z?i)|, i =  1,2.
Subcaes A.l: Suppose that tii > 2 (t =  1,2). Let T  be a tree
realizing D so that |V(T)| =  ot(D). By Remark 4.2.4,
if Di is disconnected 
(i =  1 , 2 ), 
if Di is connected
(t =  1,2),
m ax{3a(D i) 4- 4, | a(D j U {®j}) 4- 1}, if Di is disconnected
and Dj is connected,
1 ^  *'*3 ^  2, t ^  Ji
where Xi is a vertex not in V(D), for i = 1,2. Note that the function /(®) = 
3* (or 5 (3:) =  3” *) is increasing (respectively, decreasing). By induction 
hypothesis, for i = 1 , 2 ,
3(16 • S-1*”  — 2) 4 - 4, if ni is even,
max {3a(Z>i) 4- 4},
K K J  v
“ (i?) < i
3a(Z?i) +  3 <
. 3(10-3- 2) + 4,
<
IS - IO -S 21̂  - 6  4-4, 
< 16 - 3 ^  -  2.
if n t- is odd, 
if n ; is even,
if ni is odd,
Subcase A.2: Suppose that rt\ =  1. Then n — n j =  n — 1 is odd. By
Lemma 4.2,1, D2 is (a(D2) ■+■ l)-realizable by a tree, say T2, which contains 
a single centroid vertex c. Let T  be the tree obtained from T% by adding 
two vertices u and v adjacent to c and to a vertex x furthest away from 
c, respectively. Consider the set V{D2) U {v} as the set of candidates, and 
consider the set V'(T’) as the set of voters, then T  realizes D, So, by the 
induction hypothesis,
|F (T )| = 2+  |V(r»)| < 2 + 10• 3 * ^  _  1 <  1 6  . 3 ^  _  2 .
Subcase A.3: Suppose that n2 = 1. Then nj =  n — 1 is odd. Let T\
be a tree realizing £>i. Without loss of generality, assume that the centroid 
vertex of 7i is not used as a candidate, for otherwise this case has been 
treated in Subcase A.I. So, let T  = Tj and consider the centroid vertex of 
Tj as the only vertex of D2 (a candidate). Then T  realizes D and
|V(T)| =  |K(Ti)| < 10 • 3 * ^  -  2 < 16 • 3 ^  -  2.
So, if D  is connected, then at(D) < 16 • S- ?-  — 2 when n is even.
Now we consider the case when D is disconnected.
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Case B: Suppose that D  is disconnected. Assume that D =  D\ UjDj, where
D \ is connected. Let nj =  IV'(Dj)! (t =  1,2).
Subcase B.l: Suppose that > 2 (t =  1,2). Let T  be a tree realizing
D  so that |V(T)| =  a{D). By Lemma 4.2.4,
,(£>)<
' max {3a(I>i) +  3},
K i < 3 1 v J if Di is disconnected
(t =  1,2),
if Di is connected 
{* =  1, 2),
maa;{3a(Di) +  3, | a(Dj U {iCj})}, if Di is disconnected
and Dj is connected,
1 < i , j  < 2, t
where Xi is a vertex not in V(D), for t =  1,2. A computation very similar to 
that done in Subcase A.l yields |V(T)| < 16 • — 2.
Subcase B.2: Suppose that n j =  1.
If D2 is disconnected, let T2 be a tree realizing D2 so that T2 contains 
a single centroid vertex and is of the smallest order. Then by Lemma 4.2.5, 
there exists a tree T  realizing D and for some integer k > 2,
By the induction hypothesis,
|V ( T ) |< £ ± i ( 1 0 - 3 - >
fc -|- 1 n— 4 2
< 16 - 3 ^  - 2 .
If D2 is connected, then by Lemma 4.1.7, D2 = D a  =*• D a  for some 
subdigraphs D a  and D%2 of D2. Let cti — |V{H2i)l- Note that a 2 =  n -  1 -
Ql.
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Subsubcase B.2.1: Suppose that a* > 3 (t =  1,2). Let T2 be a tree of order 
ct(Di) which realizes D j. Then by Remark 4.2.4, a (D a) is less than or equal 
to
{3a(2?2i) +  4}, if jD3i is disconnected
(t =  1,2),
3
m ia { -a (D ji  U {»*}) 4- 1}, if £>2; is connected
( i  =  1, 2),
max{3a(D2i) +  4, |a (Z )2j U {*j}) 4- 1}, if i?2 t is disconnected
and D%j is connected,
1 < i j  < 2, i 7̂  j ,
where ^  V’(.D), for i = 1,2.
Note that 3 <  a* =  |V(D2i)l < — 4. So, a computation very similar to
that done in Subcase A.l gives the following inequalities:
3 • 16 • 3 “*  ̂ — 2, if Qi is even,
3a(D 2i) +  4 <
3*10- Z2^  — 2, if a* is odd,
r ~ ■ 16 > 3 * — 2, if on is even,
1 .10 • 3 ^  -  2, if a i is odd,
and
~ a ( 0 2i U {**}) +  1 < <
■ {
* |  * 16 • 3^7" — 2, if Qj is odd,
„ §• * 10 - Z~i~ — 2, if a ; is even,
j  • 16 • 3 “*" — 2, if Of is odd,
10 ■ 3 a — 2, if cti is even
Hence,
|V(ai,)| < |(16 - 3 ^  - 2). (3)
As mentioned before this theorem, Ta contains only one centroid vertex, 
denoted c2. Let T be the tree obtained from T2 and a copy of Tj by joining
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c3 and a copy of c3 by an edge. Then take all vertices of Dj in Tj and a copy 
of a vertex of in the copy of T3 as the set of candidates in T, and take 
the vertex set of T  as the set of voters, then by Theorem 4.1.2, T  realizes D. 
Also |V (r) | =  2|V(ra)|. By (3),
|V(T)| < 16 • 3 ^  - 2 .
Subsubcase B.2.2: Suppose that a j =  2 (or a 3 =  2). Then a 3 =
n —1 —qj = n  — 3 is odd and greater than or equal to 3. Let DJj =  D33U{®}, 
where x # V(D). Let T3*3 be a tree, of order a(Z)33), which realizes 2?33- By 
Lemma 4.2.2, there exists a component T33 of T33 — c, for some c € C'd(T'33), 
so that all vertices of Z?33 are in T22 and Let v be
the vertex in V(T33) adjacent to c. Remark 4.2.3 implies that all vertices of 
2?33 in T33 are at equal distance to v. Let T3 be the tree obtained from two 
vertex-disjoint copies of !T33 by adding a new vertex u adjacent to both copies 
of the vertex v and adding another new vertex w adjacent to one of copies 
of v. As the set of candidates in T3, choose two vertices of U33 in the copy 
of X22 to which w is not added, together with a copy of V(U33) in the other 
copy of T2 2 . Take V (Ti) as the set of voters in T3. Then by Theorem 4.1.2, 
T2 realizes D%. Let T  be the tree obtained from two vertex-disjoint copies 
of T2 by adding a new edge connecting two copies of u. Then T  realizes D. 
Moreover, by the induction hypothesis,
|V(T)| -  2 |V ( r a)| = 2 (2 |V (T 33)| + 2) < 2 |V (2 y a)| 4-4 
< 2 (1 6 '3 n"8J t-4 - 2 ) +  4
< 16 3 ^  - 2 .
Subsubcase B.2.3: Suppose that c*2 =  1 (or tti = 1). Then a j  =  n —l — a 3 =  
n — 2 is even. Let V(D2 2 ) =  {«}• If D%i is connected, then by Lemma 4.1.7,
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.Dji =  Y  =>■ X ,  for some subdigraphs X  and Y . So, D2 =  (V U {z}) =*• X ,  
and then this case is contained in the previous cases. Therefore, without 
loss of generality, assume that D2 1 is disconnected. Let T2\ be a  tree, of the 
smallest order with a single centroid vertex, which realizes D2j . By Lemma 
4.2.5, there exists a tree T2 realizing D2 so that for some integer k >  2,
<  t ± l | v ( r a,) | -  i  +  1. (4)
Note that T2 contains a  single centroid vertex, say c. Let T  be the tree 
obtained from T2 and a copy of T2 by adding an edge joining c and its copy. 
As the set of candidates in T , choose one vertex of D2 in one copy of T2, 
together with a copy of V(D2) in the other copy of T2. Take V (T ) as the set 
of voters. Then by Theorem 4.1.2, T  realizes D. By the induction hypothesis 
and (4),
| V(T)\ =  2|1'(T! )|
< 2 (k * 1 -  2(-1it -*)
<  ^ ^  +  1 1 ( 1 6 . 3 ^
3k k
< 1 6 * 3 ^  — 2.
This completes the proof that cx{D) < 16 • 3 — 2 if n is even.
Arguments similar to those in the case when n is even can be used in 
the case when n is odd. That is, if n is odd, then
q(jD) < 1 0 - 3 ^  - 2 .
The proof is complete. ■
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T h eo rem  4.2.3. For any positive integer n,
« (^n ) =
i f  n = 1 
i f  n = 2 
— 2, i f  n  is odd and n  > 3_> 4
16 • S- *-  — 2, i f  n is even and n  > 4.
P roo f: It is easy to check that a (^ i)  =  1 and 0 ( ^ 2 ) =  3. For n > 3, the
result follows from Remarks 4.2.1, 4.2.2, and Theorem 4.2.2. I
§3. R esu lts  on d ig rap h s w hich a re  (n, n, n)-realizable by trees
In this section, we assume that D  is an oriented graph which is (n ,n ,n ) ' 
realizable by a tree T. Unless explictly stated, V(D ) is used as the vertex 
set of D  as well as the set of candidates in T.
Let D  be a digraph. If xy  € A(D), then we say that * dominates y.
T h eo rem  4.3.1. I f  an oriented graph D is (n, n, unrealizable by a tree T, 
then each vertex of D corresponding to a centroid vertex o f T  dominates
every vertex in V(D) \  C d(T).
P roof: Pick a centroid vertex x in T. Denote the components of T  — *
by Ci, C2 , ■ ■ •, 0 S. Without loss of generality, let b(x) = |F(C'a)|. Note that
C d(T) f l  V(Ci) =  0 (1 < i < a -  1).
|Va,fV| — \VVfX\ > b{x) + 1 — 6(®) > 0. It follows from Theorem 4.1.2 that 
xy  € A{D).
For any y  € V{Ct ) \  Cd(T), Vx,„ D V{T) \  V (C .)  and Vy,x C V (C S). 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.1.1,
For any y € V(Ci) (1 < i < s - 1), Vx,v 2  V(C ,)(J{*} and Vv,x C V(Ci). 
So \Vx,v\ > \V(C.)\ + 1 =  6(s) +  1 and \Vv,,\ < |V(C*)| < &(*)■ Thus,
|V.„| >  £  |V(Ci)| +  1 > Hx) > \V(C.)\ > |V „ |.
t=l
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H |y*,vl =  then \V(Ct )\ = \Vytz\. This implies that y is adjacent
to x in T  and hence, by Lemma 4.1.1, y  E Cd(T), a contradiction to the 
choice of y. Thus, | |  > |Vv,*|, and so by Theorem 4.1.2, xy  E A(D). This 
completes the proof. I
C orollary. Let D  be an oriented graph whose underlying graph is not a 
star. I f  D is (n, n,n)-realizable by a tree, then for each vertex v in D, D — v 
is connected.
P roof: Suppose that D  is (n,n,n)-realizable by a tree T. Note that
if T  contains two centroid vertices, then by Theorem 4.3.1, the result is 
clearly true. Now suppose that T  contains a single centroid vertex c. Let 
v be a vertex of D.  If v ^  c, then by Theorem 4.3.1, D  — v is connected. 
On the other hand, suppose that v = c and D  — v is disconnected with 
components C j, C j, ■ • •, C*. Then none existence of arcs between C* and 
Cj (1 < i , j  < k;i ^  j )  implies, by Theorem 4.1.2, that dr(v i,v) = v),
for any i>j € V(Ci)  and for any Vj € V(Cj).  Since dr(v i,v) = 1 for some r,, 
=  1, for all u E V(D) \  {t>}. This means that T  is a star. It is easy 
to verify that a star realizes an oriented graph whose underlying graph is a 
star, a contradiction to the given condition. Therefore, D — v is connected 
for any vertex of D. ■
For v E V (T)  and non-negative integer k no large than the diameter of 
T, let B (v ;k ) denote the set {u E : <*t(w»“ ) < &}•
T heo rem  4.3.2. Let T  be a tree of order n with a single centroid vertex 
c. I f  for every non-negative integer k with k < dia(T)t T  — 2?(c; k) consists 
o f subtrees with different orders, then T  realizes a transitive tournament of 
ordern.
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P roof: Let D be (n, re, unrealizable by the given tree T. Then by The­
orem 4.1.1, D  is transitive. We now prove that D  is a tournament, i.e., for 
any x,y € V‘(D), either xy  or yx  in A(D).
Let s ,y  € V(D), x jk y. By Theorem 4.1.2., we may assume that 
</r(*,c) =  driVyc). Let w be the vertex on the shortest path from x to y 
in T  so that dr(x ,w ) = <fr(y,w)- Let dr(c,xv) = k so that a: and y are in 
different components of T  — B (c‘,k ), say C(x) and C(y), where x e  C(x) 
and y € C(y). By the assumption, since k < dia(T) , |C(x)| ^  |C(y)|. So, 
by Theorem 4.1.2, either xy  or yx  e  A(D). Therefore, D  is a transitive 
tournament of order re. I
C orollary. I f  D denotes the transitive tournment with n vertices, then D 
is (re, re, unrealizable by  a tree unless re =  8 o r 2 < r e < 6 .
P roof: Of course, the result is trivially true for re =  1.
We will construct such a tree for re > 7, re ^  8.
If re > 10 is an even integer, then a path P  of length n — 3 has two 
centroid vertices, denoted c and c'. Append a path of length 2 to P  at a 
centroid vertex, say c. Denote the resulting tree by T. (See Fig. 4.3.1) 
Then c is the only centroid vertex of T. Certainly, this tree T  satisfies the 
conditions in Theorem 4.3.2, so T  realizes a transitive tournament of order 
re. That is, D is (re, n, unrealizable by a tree.
c c*
Q o — — — O O 0 * 0  — — — o ■ — o
Fig. 4.3.1
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If n >  7 is odd, then append to a path Q of length n — 2 a new vertex w 
at a centroid vertex of Q. Denote the resulting tree by T'. Again by Theorem 
4.3.2, it follows that T ' realizes D.
We now need to prove that D  is not (n ,n , unrealizable by a tree when 
n =  8 o r 2 < u < 6 .
For n  =  8, let D& denote the transitive tournament of order 8. Sup­
pose that Dg is (8 ,8 ,8)-realizable by a tree T*. If T* contains two centroid 
vertices, then by Lemma 4.1.2 and Theorem 4.1.2, there is no arc between 
those two centroid vertices, a contradiction to the fact that D$ is a tourna­
ment. Thus T* contains only one centroid vertex, say c. Let C j, C?, • • •, C, 
be components of T* — c. By Theorem 4.1.2, no two components have the 
same order. Thus as n  =  8, s < 3. On the other hand, without loss of gen­
erality, let 6(c) =  |V(C,)|. Then by Lemma 4.1.1, |F(<7j)| + 1 > 6(c)
and hence £ * =1 |F(C j)| +  1 > 26(c). That is, 8 > 26(c). So, 6(c) < 4. But 
s < 3 implies 6(c) =  4. Pick a vertex v in C, so that v is adjacent to c, 
then 6(u) =  4 =  6(c). So v is also a centroid vertex, a contradiction to the 
uniqueness of c. So Dg is not (8 ,8 ,8)-realizable by tree.
One can similarly show that a transitive tournament of order n  (2 < n < 
6) is not (n, n, unrealizable by a tree.
This completes the proof. I
§4. M axim um  o rd e r o f  a  to u rn am en t in  a d ig rap h  realized by a 
tre e
For fixed positive integers n, d, and i (n — l > d ,  i = 1,2), let T ^ ( n ,d )  
denote the collection of trees of order n with diameter equal to d and exactly 
t centroid vertices. If for any T ^ d e T ^ (n ,  d) we consider V '(T ^) to be the
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set of candidates as well as the set of voters, then T ^ d realizes a transitive 
digraph of order n, denoted D ^ d. Let d) denote the collection of all
digraphs which are (n, n, unrealizable by trees in T ^ ( n t d). It is obvious 
that each D ^ d contains some transitive tournament as a subdigraph. For 
any D ^ d £ D**)(n,d), let ot(D ^d) be the maximum order of a tournament 
contained in D ^ d. Also, let fi(n ,d) =  m in{o t(D ^d) : D ^ d € l^**(ft,d)}. 
In this section we estimate the value of fi(n ,d ).
L em m a 4.4.1. Let D be a digraph realized by a tree T. Suppose that c is 
a centroid vertex o f T. Suppose that there exist two vertices u and v in T  
satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) u and v are in two components o fT  — c with different sizes;
(2) dy(u, Cd(T)) =  dr(u ,c) and dyfv, C ^T )) = dr(v,c).
I f  P  denotes the shortest path irom u to v in T , then the subdigraph 
induced by V{P) is a tournament in D o f order l(P )  +  1.
P roo f: This follows immediately from Theorem 4.1.2. I
T h eo rem  4.4.1. For any positive integers n and d, n — 1 > d,
f j l  +  1 -  / i ( n > *0 -  f^ l +  2’
where is a least integer larger than or equal to
P roof: To show that / i ( n ,d ) > [ |]  +  1, pick a digraph D  £ V ^ ( n ,d )
which is realized by a tree T  £ T ^ ( n ,d ) .  Let P  be a diametrical path in T  
between two vertices, say * and y. Let c be the centroid vertex of T, Without 
loss of generality, let d<r(x,c) > d riy , c). Clearly,
dT(x,c) > r ^ i  = r|i-
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If Q denotes the shortest path in T  from x to c, then by Lemma 4.4.1, the 
subdigraph of D  induced by V(Q) is a tournament of order ^ (Q )). But 
|V(<?)| > r f l  +  1. Therefore, > f f l  + 1 .
To prove that / i  (n, d) < f j ]  +  2, first notice that there is no digraph 
in d) which is realized by a path of an odd length, since such a patli
has two centroid vertices. So, if d is odd, or d is even but d ^  n — 1, then 
d < n  — 1. In either case, let T  be the tree obtained from a path P* of length 
d by joinning n — d —1 new vertices to a centroid vertex of P", say c (see Fig. 
4,4.1). Clearly, the distance between c and an endvertex of P* is either 
or L|J, where [ jJ  is the largest integer less than or equal to j .  Without loss 
of generality, let dr(c, b) =  f | ] , where b is an endvertex of P*. Pick a vertex 
w adjacent to c but not on P*. dr(w ,£) =  d r (c>̂ ) +  1 — f f l  +  1. Thus, by 
Lemma 4.4.1, the shortest path Q* from w to 6 produces a tournament of 
order [ j l  +  2 in the digraph D  realized by T. In other words, (V(<?*)) is a 
tournament of order + 2 in D. Moreover, this tournament is of maximum 
order and hence ot(D) = [ j ]  + 2 .
If d is even and d — n — 1, then the only tree of order n with diameter 
equal to d is a path of length n — 1. It is easy to see that the maximum 
possible order of a subtournament in the digraph realized by this path is 
j  +  1 which is less than [ j]  + 2 .
Consequently, / j(n ,d )  < +  2. ■
P
c
n - d - 1 vreticei
Fig. 4.4.1
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R em ark  1. Suppose that f i ( n fd) = f|"| +  1. Let D be a digraph in 
© ^ ( n ,d) so that ot(D) =  f \{n ,d )  — + 1 . I f  T  is a tree realizing D,
then T  — c consists o f components o f the same order, where c is the centroid 
vertex of T.
P ro o f: Suppose that / j(n , d) = [ j]  + 1 , but T —c contains at least two
components with different orders. Since dia(T) = d, there exists a component 
of T  — c, denoted C, containing a path, say Q, from a vertex adjacent to c, 
of length f j]  — 1. Pick a vertex v from a component with order different 
from \C\ so that v is adjacent to c. By Lemma 4.4.1, the subdigraph of D 
induced by V(Q) U {c, v} is a tournament of order [ | ]  +  2, a contradiction 
to ot(D) =  f f l  +  1. 1
R em ark  2. If d = 2, then /i(n,<£) =  +  1 =  2.
T heo rem  4.4.2. Let n and d be positive integers with d > 3. Then 
f i(n ,d )  = [j"| + 1 if  and only i f  where p is the smallest prime
factor o fn  — 1.
P roo f: Suppose that f \(n ,d )  — [ j]  + 1. Let D be a digraph realized by
a tree T  in T ^ \ n ,d )  so that ot(D) = f\(n ,d )  =  f | ]  +  1. By Remark 1, T  — c 
consists of components of the same order, where c is the centroid vertex of 
T. Let t and s be the number of components of T  — c and the order of each 
component of T  — c, respectively. Note that ts = n — 1. Since dia{T) = d, 
there is a  component of T  — c containing a path of length [ — 1. Thus, this
component contains at least vertices. It follows that < ts = n — 1, 
i.e., ~  > r f | .  But p < t, so > [f] .
Conversely, suppose that and n — 1 =  pm  for some integer
m . Note that m > 1, for otherwise, n — 1 = p and hence =  1 > f4j 
implies that d < 2, a contradiction to the assumption that d > 3.
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Case 1: Suppose that d is even. Let T(m ,d)  he the tree obtained from a
star of order m +  1 — |  and a  path P  of length |  — 3 by adding a new edge 
connecting the root of the star with one end vertex of P  (see Fig. 4.4.2 (a)). 
Denote by u the endvertex of P  which is not adjacent to the root of the star. 
Note that dta(T(m^d)) =  j  — 1. Let Tp(n,d) be the tree obtained from p 
vertex-disjoint copies of T(m , d) by adding a new vertex cj which is adjacent 
to each copy of u (see Fig. 4.4.2 (b)). It is easy, by Lemma 4.4.1, to verify 
that ot(D*) =  |  +  1, where D* is the digraph realized by the tree T*(n ,d ).
r
m + 1 - d/2 
veitices
T(m, d) T(m ,d)




Case 2: Suppose that d is odd. Let T ' be the tree obtained from a copy
of T*_j(n — m ,d  — 1) and a copy of T (m ,d  +  1) by adding an edge between 
the vertex cj_i of Tp_,(n —m ,d  — 1) and the vertex ti of T (m ,d + 1) (see Fig.
4.4.3). Again by Lemma 4.4.1, oi(D') = +  1, where D' is the digraph
realized by the tree T '.
T herefore,/j(n ,d) < f j ] + l .  This, together with Theorem 4.4.1, implies
that / i(n ,d )  =  f f l  +  1. ■
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TCtn.d-1) TCm.d-1) ; T(m,d+1)
i ................. p-Atppin......... I
Fig. 4.4.3
T heorem  4.4.3. For any positive integers n and d,
L2 -I +  1 -  M n *d) ^  LjJ +  2-
Proofs In order to prove / 2(n, d) > +  1, pick a digraph D  from
7?(2)(n, d) which is realized by a tree T  G 7^2)(n,d). Pick two vertices x 
and y from V (T ) so that dx(x t y) =  dia(T) = d. Without loss of generality, 
assume that
dT(x ,Cl) =  dT(x ,C d(T)) > dT(y,C d(T ))t
where ci G Cd(T). Then rfr(*»C|) > =  [ jJ .
Let Q be a shortest path from * to cj, then by Lemma 4.4.1, the sub­
digraph in D  induced by V((?) is a tournament of order |V(Q)| > [ f j  +  1. 
T h u s ,/2(n,d) > + 1 .
To show that / 2(n,d) < [jJ  + 2 , notice that if d is even, then d < n — 1 
since each tree in T*2)(n, d) contains two centroid vertices. So, if d is even, 
or d is an odd integer with d < n — 1, construct a tree T ' as follows (see Fig.
4.4.4): start with a path P  of length d whose endvertices are u and v. Pick 
two adjacent vertices on P , say c and c' so that dp(u, c') =  — 1 and
rfp(r,e) =  — 1. Add [ ^] new vertices each adjacent to the vertex
c, and then add new vertices each adjacent to the vertex c \ Let D'
be the digraph realized by T 1, then by Lemma 4.4.1, it is easy to verify that
o*(z>') =  r^i-i+2=r^i + i  = Lfj+2.
c c*
n - d - 1
Venice* venicei
Fig. 4.4.4
If d = n — 1 is an odd integer, then the only tree of order n with diameter
equal to d is a path P ' of length n — 1. Let D" be the digraph realized by
P \  then ot{D") «  4=1 +  1 < |4J +  2.
Consequently, / 2(n,d) < [jJ  +  2. ■
Note that every tree T  of order n in T ^ ( n ,  d) contains two adjacent 
centroid vertices. So, by Lemma 4.1.2, n is even.
T h eo rem  4.4.4. Let n and d be positive integers with d > 3. Then 
/ 3(n,d) =  [jJ  +  1 i f  and only i f  > [jJ  > where p is the smallest prime 
factor o f -  — 1.
fl, j  ,
P roo f: Suppose that > [ |J ,  where p is the smallest prime factor of
If d is even, let Te be the tree obtained from a copy of T* ( j ,  d — 2) and a 
copy of Tp( j ,d )  by joinning the vertex Cd-j of T*( f , d  — 2) to the vertex Cd 
of 7 y ( |,d )  by an edge. Let De be the digraph realized by the tree then 
by the construction of Te and by Lemma 4.4.1, oi{De) =  4 _j_ j  =  + \ t
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Similarly, if d is odd, let T0 be the tree obtained from two vertex-disjoint 
copies of T*( d — 1) by adding an edge between the two copies of the vertex 
c,i_i of T*( j , d  — 1). Let D„ be the digraph realized by the tree Ta, then 
ot(D0) = *=± +  1 =  [ j j  +  1.
In either case, / 2 (n,d) <  [ |J  +  1. So, by Theorem 4.4.3, / 2 (n,d) =
L»J +  ! •
Conversely, suppose that / 2 (n,d) =  [ | j  +  1. Pick D € 2^3̂ (n,d) so 
that D  is realized by a tree T  6 T^3^(n,d) and ot{D) =  / 2 (n,d) =  [ |J  +  1. 
Let Cd(T) = {cj, C2 }, cj ^  C2 , and let x and y  be two vertices of T  so that 
d r(* ,y ) =  dia(T) =  d. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
dT(x ,Cl) =  dT(x,C d(T)) > dT(y,C d(T)). Then dT(* ,c ,) > [ f | .
Note that x is in the component !T(ci,ciC2 ). Also, all components of 
T*(ci,C|C2 ) — Ci have the same order. For otherwise, let u be a vertex adja­
cent to ci so that u is in a component of jT(ci,ciC2 ) — Ci different from the 
component in which 1  lies. Then the shortest path from u to x  corresponds 
to a tournament in D  of order di<{x, ci) +  2 >  [ | J  +  2, a contradiction to the 
assumption that / 2 (n, d) =  [ | j  +  1. Let t and s be the number of components 
of T (ci,c ic2) — ci and the order of each component of T(ci, C1C2 ) — Ci, respec­
tively. Then ts =  j  — 1. Since the component of T(ci,CiC2 ) — Ci containing 
x has at least vertices, s > [ jJ . It follows that ^ — 1 =  ta > t [ j J ,  i.e., 
V  > Lfl- But p < <, so > LfJ. I
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